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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. C., February, 1933.

SIR: .0ne of the sevep objectives of education adopted
by the committee on Ile reorganization of secondary
education was "worthy home membership." Adoption
of this objective has led to a reexamination of provisions
for homemaking education. I have called a number of
regional conferences at which educational leaders and
scientists in various fields of knowledge have considered
the problems of the home and homemaking education.
In order that. the many persons who were not able to
attend these conferences might have the benefit of the
discus8io0s, the addresses representing various points of
view have been digested in the folloyAng Symposium on
Homemaking Èducation. Ifrthink that an entirely new
course in homemaking edutation may result frorii the 4

philosophies advanced in these papers. Consequently, I
recommend that this manuscript be published as a
bulletin of this office.

Respectfully submittect.

The EIECRITARY OF TIM INTERIOR

WM. 'JOHN CöOPER,
Commisiioner.
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FOREWORD

At the call of the United States Cominissioner of Education,' six
homemalking conferences were held during the past two and a half
years. The-first of these, national' in character, was held by the
Office of Education in Washington, D. C., on December 6-7, 1929.
This gathering recommended "that the United States Commh3,sioner
of Education bd reiluested to call a series of regional conferences. in
other parts of the United States to consider further" the place and
function of, home economics in American education, thecurriculum
content of home economics in the schools and higher ihstitution.4,
and that small selected gfotups of represeniative ylministrators and
home economists be invited to attend the conferences."

Complying with these recommendations, Commissioner Cooper
called the first regional conference at Cincinnati, Ohio, March 21-22,
1930. This coiderence was attended by leading educators from Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Illinois, ,Indiana, Tennessee, Kentucky, and West
Virginia. Their deliberations are briefly reported in Office of Edu-
cation Ciitular 16, 1930. And the June, 1930, number of SCHOOL
LIFE contains the address by Robert N. Chenault, director of the.
Richard Harding Memorial School, Richard City, Tenn., on "How
Home Economics ImprOves Horne Life.",

On Novemb'er 10-11, 1930, at the Iowa State College of Agricul-
ture and Mechanic Arts, Ames, in cooperation with the University
of Iowft, the second regignal conference was held with the West North
Central -States 'n ].ei3ot.a, Iowa, Missouri, North 4nd South
Dakota, Kansas, and Nebraska. Four of the major addresses of this.
conference were published in Office of Education bulletin entitled,
"Eome and Family Life in a Chaigilig Civilization." The demand
for this bulletin soon' exhausted the supply, and the issuè is notir_out
of &int.

In April, 1931, the third regiona conference of the Inland °Empire
States, including Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Wyo-
ming, was held at ,Spokane, in co6peration with the State College of
Washington and the State University of IdOo.

On May 2-3,. 19324 350 leading educators of the New England
States, including the six State commissioners.of 'education, gathered
at 'the Massachusetts State 'College, Amherst, Mass., to discuss
"The Place of lioniiismaking in a Prografil of Education."

The worth of these regional homemaking conferences is aptly ex-
pressed by the following New England commissioners of education:
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VIII FOREWOR D

Dr. Walter E. Ranger, Rhode Island Commissioner of Education,
in opening the discussion of the New England homemaking confèr.
ence, said :

Homemaking can not he confined to a careful arrangethent of subject-matter
an.d different methods used in the various schools. The needs of our youth and
people should serve A8 a basis for determining our homemaking efforts and
projects. . . . Perhaps education and the press have shown lees respect for
the home than for the school, and that we have thought less of ourselves than of
others. In homemaking. there is an opportunity to conserve *the integrity of
the home by bringing about a greater honor for it. This respect for one's home
is basic to State; national, and world loyalty. In fact, it is the very getiesis of
patriotic citizenship, and therefore the school cyrriculum should give to house-
hold arta a larger place, just as we hope that the school will provide a larger prac-
tical education.

Dr. Ernest W. Butterfield, Commissioner of FAucation, Connect-
icut, chairman of the committee to submit sone significant sugg&s-
tions of the New England conference and their subsequent outcomes,
reported:

We express to Doctor Cooper, United StAtes Commissipner of Education, our
appreciation of a well-planned, effectively organized, and\productive New Eng-
land conference on homemaking.

We declaie to Doctor Thatcher, President of the Massachusetta State College,
that we have enjoyed his hospitality and that of his institution of learning.

This cionference further recommends that at the State conferences proposed,
we, the members of this conference, define and declare the scope and.the extent
of school courses and educational instruction that we hold essential for adequate
bbmemak ing.

This conference also recommends that its members, in their public addresses,
in their private discussions, and in their conferences with those who direct the
financial and-administrative policies of our public schools and other educational
institutioils, declare that., in a changing civilization of .all educational offerings
the social sciences are most important, that we may live together well; next in
importance are the arts, the skills, and the recreations, that we may live happily;
then the vocations, that we may live prosperously; and last, the academic subjvcts,
that we may live traditionally.

Dr. Payson Smith, Commissioner of Education of Massachusetts,
in closink the' New England homemaking conference stated:

The one blessing I would like to have oorné to the schools of Massachusetts
this year is not the blessing of money, rather that the resource', tied up in 'our
teachers might be released.

How rich the work of our schools would be this year if the resources of our
teachers might be fully realized; and I say that too of our homes. There is no
laboratory anywhere so promising as the laboratory of the home itself. We
ought to cultivate a faith in education as it is related to that institution. We
believe that education can change social conditfons, that it can bring about
better human relationships, provided thAt confidence and hope can be added to
it. Then, there is nothing that we may not achieve.

hity word to Doctor Cooper is one of appreciation for the suggestidin as to
what we ought to be doing; for filling our hearta with hope and confidence that
we may move forward to improve that most basic of all institutions, the home.
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FOREWQRD IX

At; a result of the mcommendations maderby .Doctor Butterfield's
committee, two New England States have already held homemaking
conferences with representatives from their respective educational,
civic, and welfare organizations to consider the place and policies for
the new homemaking education. (

This conference was followed by one held ,at Minneapolis, with the
National Congress of Parents and Teachers, on May 16. Home
economics representatives from the Federal.departments, the Ameri7
can Home Ecopomics Association, public schools OOMinneapolis and
St. Paul, Minn and the University of Minnesota prepented to
parents, representative of America, their philosophies of gomemaking
education, which appear in the volume entitled "Homemaking"
published by the National Congress, of Parents and Teachers.

The aim of this bulletin is to set forth s'ome of the views on the
needs for homemaldng education as expressed by those attending the
various conferences, and who are laborini with the educational,
economic, and social próbleRis surrounding present home life, with
the hope that the constructive suggestions made by these experts
will lead to the building of a homemaking prograni which will develop
in boys and girls alike an appreciation for, and a desire to participate
in, the daily activities of home life, as well as an &intelligent under-
standing of the factors involved in sound home life.

The Commissioner's challenge to those responsible for the home-
making program is vigorously supported .by leading social scientists
in their clear-cut analyses of the forces novi at work which are bringing
about serio4s changes in present home and family life, if perhaps not
disintegrating .influences that are bearing down upon the Natión's
institution funUmental to its future security. These pronounce-
ments are met by proposals from school administraters, home
economists, and two outstanding pJenta for educational adjustments
imperative to the achievement of a' comprehensive educational
program for better home life in America. )

EMELINE S. WHITCOMB,
Senior Specialist in Hommaking Education.
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A SYMPOSIUM ON THE NEW
HOMEMAKING E UCATION

TIM CHALLENGE.

Needed:'A Comprehensire Educational 1 rogram .for
- Better Home Life in America

AS THE UNITED STATES COMMLISSIONIA OF EDUCATION

WILLIAM JOHN CoorsH fi

homemaking is to justify its place 'in the curriculum, it must
prepare young men and young women tò make homes. This it does
not do fully Trow', nor does it reach hardly ii.ny of the men. I am
thinking of courses that will invoke the ftindamental sociological
principles underlying the making of homes, of those principles which
underlie a very happy married life, and of thosa facts which are
tiecessary *for one to knpw if he would raise children successfully.

To embody all of these things in courses of instruction will "take
much planning. It is in the interest of doing' this sort Of thihking
that: we are holding these conferencea. Your help and enthusiasm
are invited. If we can only make a successful beginning of this
work I feel that it will be worth doing, at least on trial, to show the
way in which it can be done.

The change in the economic position of women has bròught many.
new problems, some of which affect men as. well as women. . The
Attitude of the average man toivarti marriage ánd the home must be
changed if we are, to mtain permanence in the home life with the
economic influenc6s gone. A happy marriage now is, largely ,ft ques-
tion of psychology:

I know that wine have abandoned the home-economics philosophy
which devotes most of the time to teaching skills in food and clothing,
but I fear that there is still in most schools too much tirne spent in
the development of skills. This is not frue ()illy of home 'economics
but of other school subjects. In 'oar teaching, we have failed to
reilizé that, in the last decide or two, society has undergone great
changes. Teachers are not alone in this. Periods of unemploy=
ment come because business men lack the vision to see_ and under-.
stand economic and social changes. Large-scale production and
increased efficiency in all lines of industry must evgntually be followed
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2 iiYMPOgIUM ON THE NEW HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

by shorter sworking hours a shorter day or shorter meek or by
prolonged perióds or unemployment unless foreign trade can be
developed to utilize this surplus for'other goods.

It is to improve our vision and change our ideas, and not to give a
specific program, thatregional conferences on home economics have
been called.

The time is here whim education must part from its*hard and fast
division of subjects and attack projects. I kriow of no reason'why the
project method should not have a determining effect toward parent-
hood later. this is ¿one, it will be necessary to Make over homot
making education. Instead of bSpg considered a fad or frill ?f die
curriculum, to be dismissed when hard\ times come, it will beconie one
of the last things to be dispensed with.

When homemaking education ministers to boys and girls, and to
100 per cent of them as work in which they must all participate, then
it will be an indivensable subject. We are looking forward to that./ ,
day, and it is tbward that end that we are holding regional conferences
to se what we can get from you ivho are working in the field., Wany
of you are anxious to do these things, and we are hoping thai your
curriculumilwill come Ao the point where they will take in the whole
family and will include subjects which are necessary for the boys as
well as for the Oils. To justify its existence in the school curric-
ulum, homemaktng education-inust teach young men and women
how W make homes.

II. AS SUPERINTENDENTSJW SCHOOLS SEE. IT
WORTH MCCLURE

Superintendent of Schools, Seattle, Wash.

Education is not something inflicted from without. It is something
that buds from within, as I shall show in the following illustration:

Tony was assigned to the parental school by the juvenile court with his older
brothers- They had been caught More till% once stealing coal and grain from
the freight cars. in thejailroad yard. Tony's father was vociferous in his denun-
ciations of his wayward sons, just a bit too vociferous, but the juvenile authorities
could not prove that he sold the coal and fed the grain to his chickeris and ducks,
so they did the next best thing, which was to take the boys away from him and
send them to .the parental school.

When Tony was 11, he was released to go home one Monday- morning. On
Wednesday he was back at the school. HeJjed it better than home, he said,
but he was sent home again regardless of his p testations. After Another coupleof days he was back again. "I can't stand it at home, " he said, 'It's so dirty

.there. They throw their garbage ou 'in the back yard and the ducks,and chickens
come right into the kitchet, and it :is. so I can't eat, I get sick to my stomach.
Honest, I'll run away if you don't let me stay here!" Tony was allowed to stay.
When he finished the eighth gradet he Was a big strapping fellow and he was
given a job to work for his board and room while he attended high echo& Dur-
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ing vaigttions he had the double job.of driver and timekeeper for a road4mildizig
contractor, ant under the guidance of the parental-school superintendent, Towput his monefin the bank. At high school he played on the football tOm,coming "home" every night to the parental school, where he did his chores forhis board and room. Strangely enough, Tony began to be invited out to parties
in thé neighborhood in spite of his parental-ftchool history. He was a good
looking chapclean-built and clean-spoken. Mothers of girls told the parental-
school superintendent they had no fear of Tony's being anything but a gentleman.

Tony finished high school and is now at college. He plane to be a teacher and
an athletic coach. Every summer he comes back and works for hisVontractor
friend and puts his money in the bank. A year ago hehad an offer to play semi-
professional baseball.' He wrote home to the parental school that he couldeusethe money all Tight, but as a future teacher he "didn't care to do the t4ings thoseguys did," so he guessed he would build roads again.

Tony's case emphasizes the importance of the home life as an edu-
cational factor. What made4Tony "sick to his stomach" amid the
.ducks and hens of his south Seattle home? The arithmetic he had
learned? What made him decide he didn't care to play semiprofes-
sional baseball? The geography and history he had studied? Nobody
would seriowily say so.

Rather was it the life he had ledtfie regular hours, the well-
cooked food, the frequent shower baths and the plunges in the lake,
the wholesome play, the thoroughgoing work, the clean linen, the
intere0 of friendly teachers, the ambition to be one himselfthese #
things made Tony a new boy, He was getting arithmetic and geog-
raphy and history at the regular day school he first attended, but the
school's influence was slight when compared to the influence of the
filth of the 'ducks and hen$, and of the nightly trips to the railr9ad
yards for coal and grain.

The fact is that the school i only one.segment, can hope to be 'only
obe, segment, Of the total cycle of the educational experience of the
child. Any scheme of education will fail that does not connect the
school with the other segments, that does not take into account the
other educative agenCies in the child's lifethe home first, the church, 1.the streets and playfields, the theiters, the news stands, and all therest; but 'the gristest of these is the home, for it, in a measure, con,trols all the rest.

CHARLES A. Rice
8uporintencleta of Schools, Portland, Oreg.

Home economics should be in the course of study of every girl. It
should bé 64,,isidered a part of her education. Every girl needs train-ing in sewing and cooldng, and in better and more healthful living.
She needs a knowledge 6f practices enabling her to live more intelli-
gently, to rear children more wisley, and to adjust' herself to the
mninuniV with a maximumoof efficiency.
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SYMPOSIUM ON THIUTEW HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

Too few of our girls arevarolled in home-economics courses in high
school. The numbers have been increhaing slowly in our own school
systkm in recent; years. We often wonder why the number is not
large!". Is it because home economics is a required subject for all
girls jn the' seventh and eighth grades and, when these pupils get to
high school, they desire to leave behind the things they had in grade
school and take something new and different? Are they "fed up on
cooking and sewing? Are girls who take these subjects in high school
considered by other students too doméstic and left outside of the
group who are considered "society " in the school? Or is there some
other reason? Our task is to locate the reason and try to remove it.

Classroom instruction in home economics should keep pace with the
changing% order of likings in the world about us. No longer can the
schools proceed with a smug complacency, considering Qnly things
inside the classroomthe textbook, the course tzf study as an abstract
guide, or the program of recitatio^ns, disregarding the movirig, chang-
ing world outside. Even if we train in a definite, practicarway for
functioning no/i, when the student leaves school' the procession will
have moved so far forward that he will be several steps behind.
Frequent adjustments are therefore necessary.

The home no longer furnishes the odd jobs and chores that formerly
kept girls employed and gave training in habits of industry. As a
result, to-day leisure time hangs heavy and idle hands find mischief
to do. A century ago the home in which the girl was reared trans-
formed the raw materials of clothing and food into the finished product
for the wardrobe and table.

Regardless of these changes in the duties of the home tb-day, there
are the same former home responsibilities that some one must car'ry
spending wisely for the necessities of the family, caring for the health
of its members from day to day, promoting correct and wholesome
relationships among them; in short, providing training which was
formerly given by the wise mother. These tasks, and others, can
na be neglected if we would pass on to each succeeding generation
those things that make civilization better and more refined.

Constant adjustments are necessary in home-economics training to
set right standards, givè a sense of values, reach into the poorest home
and through it help the parent toward things that are higher and
better, and realize that home is more than an aggregate of shelter,
food, and clothing. Progress rests largely on home standards, and
home economics is a most important factor in setting° standards
of the home.

There is unrest and confusion in the world. to-day. Society is
more complex than it has ever been. Production exceeds consump-
tion. Either we have too many workers or not enough consumes',
or the ooneuznaw do not have need. and wants, enough. Thdt
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SYMPOSIU* ON THE NEW HOMEMAKING EDUCAT/ON 5

buying power is Ptoo limited. Since uncertainty and unfest exist
outside of the home, anything that the schools ca'n do to make the
homes of the Nation orderly, systematic, contented, éfficient, and
attractive is very much wdrth

The future depends largely 6n our young people. If they are
trained properiy they will play their part courageously and their
genius will helps solve many of the most intricate problems that
society has ever faced. The first requisite of a human life is the need
to be fed and clothed, to be healthy, and to be clean. The health and
happine.ss of the household are largely in a woman's hands, be she
mother, wife, sister, or daughter. Is it too much to hope that some
day household economics will no longer be an elective7 subject but
will be required of every girl who is graduated from high school?

. III. AS COLLEGE PRESIDENTS SEE IT

Roscos W. THATCHER

Former President, Massachusetts State College, Amherst

Collegiate training is preparation for living, in homemaking educa-
tioin, as truly as in any other type of education. Preparation for
living involves living with others, not merely the performance of
daily routine tasks. The acquisition of handicraft skill in the latter
ought not, in my judgment, to constitute any major part of the time
or effort of a college student. Preferably, it ought to precede the
college course, but if t4is is impossible it must be done in postgraduate
days, much as is required by the medical interneship.

Collegiate education inshome economics ought to be on the 'same
level as collegiate education in any other field. It should be based on
sound fundamental training in the physical, biological, and social
sciences, with 'the application of this to the vocation of homemaking
shown by special home-economics instructors, whose vocational or
professional pride will insure high standards of apprbach and of
technique in their courses. The professional side of the problem
involves the preparation of teachers and research workers for advanc-
ing the field of knowledge Ind the levels of instruction in home eco-
nomics. I believe that the time has come when this should be recog-
nized as on the same basis of preparation and standards as any other
field of vocational education and requires provision for graduate
school work which shall afford high-grade preparation for professional
workers in the field of home economics.

In short, vocational eduéation in homemaking has a distinct place
lin the educational program of our country at every level from the
short course of the trade school to the graduate school of a university.
While it may be a little time yet before it is classed as ofie of the

. . :r4
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SYMPOSIUM ON THE NEW HOMEMAKING EDUCATION

"learned pròfessions" it certainly has arrived at the place where it is
one of the "pursuits of life " for which the Morrill Act of 1861 intended
to establish a "liberal !Ind practical education."

JitiaES L. MCCONAUGHT

President, Tesieyan University, Middletown, Conn.
Whatever the profession of college graduates, an overwhelming

majority of them, men and women, are going to be homemakers.
They are going to be married and are going to establish homes andrear families. It is the time when boys and girls are thinking of
marriage and the ekablishment of a home, and it is a wiser age in
which to bring such questions to the fore than in the high-school age.

ainlyC it is true that if the people who are not immediately
cofiCefmki with the school profession .are going tó have any confern
about educational matters from the standpoint of sound home life,
the college graduates of to-day are the ones who are going to give
that leadership of to-morrow.

The more we can suggest to young people that the establishment
of the right kind of relationships between husband and wife, and
between child and father, without religious or moral dominance, the
better it will be for all of us. , I regret the freedom of modern youth
to-day, but t6 open frankness with which boys and girls can dis-
cuss such mattem is vastly better than the smirk which used to go
with a morbid attitude toward sex. I" think we are making real
progress, and that is going to help us with the problem of training.

The-girl of to-day is as well educated as the boy she marries. She
is also economically independent. The day is gone when a woman
looks to her husband for an economic status. A man is'not conferring
a great favor on a girl when he asks her to marry him. There is a
partnership that goes irito marriage to-day which is vastly different
from that of yesterday.

These are days of great opportunity, of diallenging responsibility
for all 'of us, whether as fathers or mothers, or as teachers in schools
or in colleges, to help these boys and girls who are going to be the
founders of what should be the very best iaf homes to-morrow.

I believe increasingly, the college, as I know it, is conscious of the
need of training, or trying to do something along that line. College
is a preparation for lifefor marriage and for making a home
rather than for the making of a living. Much time should be devoted
to education at the college level for "marriage, parenthood, and family
life. Women's colleges are doing much more along this line than

"men's colleges at present. The departments of physiology, hygiene,
psychology, phrical education, and sociology can contaibute much
to this important field of education.

.



SYMPOSIUM ON THE NEW HOMEMAKING EDUCATION 7

Modern life has fadically changed marriage. One of the most
potent testa in the eyes of society at large was the kind of a home
that college graduates were going to have. If the home does not
bear testimony to the kind of broad training for social responsibilities
which they should have attained from the college eperience, some-
thing is radically wrong in the way in which thd college is discharging
its responsibilities. The ideal home and family is one in which two
elèments are mingledthe element of emotion and, the element of
brains. The type of marriage where you pick out your mate by the
scales lays a very poor foundation for a relationship for life that
-mingles the emotions as much as the finest type of marriage does.
Fundamentally, this problem simmers down to an individual need,
and recognition of the fact that there is a redponsibility and oppor-
tunity of helping boys and girls of college age to achieve for them-
selves, with the help of older people, the establishment of their own
homes and fainiilies.
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THE FORCES AFFECTING HOME LIFE ANALYZED
BY SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

I. THE ECONOMIST
KARL E. DRIB

Professor of Commerce, Univ&sity of Iowa

A. FkMILY SATISFIES HUMAN WANTS
4

If we approach the study of the effect of recent economic changes
upon home and family life by first asking what wants of human beings
home and family life tend to satisfy, we have at least set up a definite
method of approach to our problem.

in speaking of home and family life, this paper refers to a coopera-
tive organization, socially ipproved and sanctioned, having among its
primary purposes the rearing and protection of children; the gratifi-
cation of the need for affection; and the provision for comfort, pro-
tection, and seclusion. Such an organization may also secure economic
advantage for its members, facilitate the winning of social favor, lead
to sympathy and assistance in common interests, and provide an
agency for education or training. . . .

The next question to be considered is: What changes, for the pur-
pose of our discussion, may be considered as having recently taken
place within the United States? It will perhaps be best to select those
which show a significant shifting of conditions affecting the family,
whether the shift has been taking place over a period of several gener-
ations or whether it has become noticeable within the last few years.

B. CHANGES AFFECTING HOME AND FAMILY LIFE
The survey of recent economic changes which was completed under

the auspices of the National Bureau of Economic Research iii Febru-
ary, 1929, represents the opinion of a carefully selected committee,
headed by Herbert Hoover, and composed of business men, educators,
economists, statisticians, Government officials, and representatives of
tile more prominent associations and learned societies. Their studies
were carried on under unusually favorable cimditions. From their
conclusions have been selected certain changes whose nature, effect,
and significance in their relation to the family may now be considered.

L POWER-DRIVEN MACHINERY

We readily accept the statement that we are living in a period in
which production is based upon an increasing use of power, but it is
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/ SYMPOSIUM ON TM. NEW HOXIMAKINO EDUCATION 9

doubtful whether we as yet can fully grasp the implications of such a
situation. Since 1850 wejiave been engaged in the process of siibsti-
tuting power for labor. We have been. transferring skill from the man
to the machine. By such devices as the° drilling jig, the drill press,
and the automatic lathe, we have made possible the production of
thousands of itnits of outputs where but one was possible before:
Accuracy of measurement within millionths of an inch has made
possible interchangeability of parts which bas centralized production
and minimized delay in making pairs.

In order tp provide the Capital' b :.:%: ; for large-scale production
it has been necessary to4change the form of the business organization
from the individual enterprise to the corporation and thus to make
possible the utilization of even small savings for the furtherance
of business. The capitalization of the average steel industry in 1850
was approximately $50,000. To-day the United States Steel Corpora-
tion has a capitalization approximating $2,000,000,000 and the Su-
preme Court of the United States his held that this tremendous
organizatiori is not a monopoly in a sense which would justify ita
dissolution in an action based upon the Sherman Antitrust Act,
because it controls less than half the output in its own line of business.
Other great businesses familiar to us are of almost equal importance
in our organization for production.

Through the growth of corporate activity, management has been
gradually separated from ownership of capital, and the majority of
the owners of common stock in many of our great enterprises have
neither voice nor interest in the direction of the affairs of the business,
so long as the dividends are regularly Paid. The management and
direction of industry are rapidly evolving into a specialized and highly
technical profession for' which years a intensive study and training
as well as practical experience seem likely to be necessary within the
near future.

The introduction of electrical machinery since 1900 has pushed out
the margin of the territory to whicb power may be transmitted from
the source of generation. Prom a local use the distance advances to
50, 100, 200 miles and more as modern methods of insulation and
improved apparatus are introduced. The power of the waterfall in
the mountain is transmitted to the city on the plains and people
congregate and build their dwellings about the centers of production
and transportation.

The- occupation of the people changes. The proportion of total
populafion to be found in the cities goes, by 10-year periods, from 29
per cent in 1880 WS
cent in 1910, 51 per cent
to group **selves
had. Conaequeatkr.

cent in 1890, 40 per cent in 1900, 46 per
1920, and 56 per cent in 193% People tend

ose locations where employMent is to be
spring up at eaters of production a diem
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10 SYMPOSIUM ON THE NEW OMEMAKING EDUCATION

tribution. Power is increasingly bstituted for the simpler foil= oflabor alitpeople become makers, tenderp, and supervisors of machines.
Production of goods to satisfy human wants has become predomi- Inantly a machine proms and the groups of machines used for pro.

4 duction are lócated in such a manner as to secure the best possible
balance between the cost of securing raw materials at the factory and
transportingAnished products to the consumer. Production and trans-
portation centers complemeht each other and a New York, a ChiFago,or a Philadelphia becomes a beehive of industry and a congested
center of population.

This substitution of power for labor and concentration of labor in
centers of production and transportation have had their effect upon
production. Power is, equivalent to a greater supply of labor. The
division of labor and the supervision of machines by men would have
increased production even though there had been no change in methods
or technique, assuming the existence of an adequate and repunerative
market. Along with the increase in available labor has come an im-
proved technique of management, however, which has enormously
increased the possible effectiveness of labor. The achievements ofTaylor and of tilt) students of management who followed him have
now become so well known that it is unnecessary to recount them. It
is sufficient to say that practically every great nation which is inter-
ested in manufacturing hajemade a study of modern American methodsand ha to some extent adopted them.

It therefore becomes possible to create tremendous quantities of
manufactured goods in a remarkably short period of time. Annual
production increased from $1,000,000,000 in 1849 to $11,000,000,000
in 1899 and $63,000,000,000 in 1925. The value of income from crops
and aninial products on farms in the United States was estimated by
the United States Department of Agriculture at about $12,000,000,000
in 1925. The occupation by which most of our wants are satisfied is
now closely and unavoidably related to manufacturing activity.

2. GROWTH OF MARLS'S

Increased markets were necessary to absorb the tremendous output
which improved methods of production had made possible. Various
methods of stimulating wants and providing increased purchasing
power were developed. Stimulated by the needs of an expanded
productive organization and increased wealth, as well as by tlikneces-
sity for increased credit, our banking system grew in power and re-
sources. With the introduction of the Federal Reserve System new
forms of currency were made possible ana the purchasing power of a
gold dollar in the yaults of the Federal Reserve banks may be multi
plied considerably by the time it takes the form of loans made to
customers 9f the Federal Reserve member banks.
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SYMPOSIUM ON THE NEW HOMEMAKING EDVCATION 1 1

Through bank credit it has become possible to procure ready cash
without being compelled immediately to dispose of other forms of
prop'erty in which money may be invested, and it is also possible to
utilize future income before it has actually been realized.

The development of installment buying, whereby goods of reason-
ablv long life and stable value may be purchased and payment spread
over a considerable period of time, has been one of the interesting de-
velopments of the past few years. We may regard with apprehension
the possibility that inexperienced buyers may be misled by ill-founded
delusions of wealth and may consequently make injudicious purchases,
but if experience' up to the present time can be relied upon, there are
at least some fields in which such a system of credit may be useful.

r
3. IMPROVED MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

Along with accumulation of wealth and increased buying power
there has been a development of improved means of communication.
Railroads, automobiles, paved highways, and even airplanes have
made possible greater and greater increases in the speed with which
commodities may be moved to market. The increased speed and
facility with which raw matitrials may be assembled for purOoses of
manufacture and new processes by which perishable commodities may
be preserved during transportation have helped to push out the bound-
aries of possible markets. It should be remembered in this connection
that the area which can be included within marketable distance of a
given point increases not as the direct proportion involved in the in-
crease of speed, but raiher a the proportion between the squares of
the original and the increased speed. The real,significance Tf the
transitiop from the ox team to the silk train and from foot travel to
the airplane is greater than is generally realized. It is true, of course;
that the consuming power of a market does not increase in direct rela-
tion to it& area, but within areas of more or less équal density of
population and relatively constant ea.rning power the effect of in-
creased speed of transportation would be great.

An interesting feature of an increasingly mechanizO civilization
has beenjhe development of what may be termed "mass services."
The coinmittee on recent economic change§ of the President's Con-
ference on Unemployment mentions the application of the philosophy
of large-scale production to service functions and gives the following
as illustrations: Travel, entertainment, education, insurance, com-

displaced by machine processes and perhaps significant in that many
of the functions now carried on as organized IkeTvices were formerly
incidental to home and family life.

. .

,

munication, and the facilities of hotels, restaurants, delicatessen stores,
steam laundries, and public libraries. This development is interesting
in that it provides in occupation for many persons who find themseives

'
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12 SYMPOSIUM ON THE NEW HOMEIKAKiNG's EDUCATION

L RISE IN.THE STANDARD OF LIVING

With an increasing real wAge and increasing public expenditures for
social services it seems clear that the standard of living or quantity and
variety of goods and services which are within the reach of an ordi-
narily capable and industrious person has also increased. Hours of
labor are likely to be lees in industry than on the farm, the 8-hour
day has become general, and talk of the 5-day week is more frequent
dim in times past. With the increase in thè value of eleetric house-
hold appliance% from Z8,748,242 in 1919 to $72,933,274 in 1927,
with 4,303,388 washing machines sold from 1923 to 1927, inclusive,
wjth $82,000,000 worth of electric refrigerators (estimateeaold.in
1927, and 21,630,000 automobiles registered in 1928, it would seem
easier to fugue that men are freed from drudgery by machines than
that men are being enslaved by machines..

The fact that Bureau of Commerce figures showed 7,500,000 radio
sets in use in homes on January 1, ;928, indicates a standard of living
and possibilities of leisure which the idealized laborer of an idyllic
agricultural civilization might have found it interesting to contem-
plate.

Our newspapers and even the much-abused movies have done meth
to spread the desirse for such a mode of life to lees fortimate peoples.
China, Malaysia, and Indiato say nothing of more modernized
nitions in South Apidica and Europehave had opportunities to see
and envy., the possessions of what they believe to be the typical
American. It is true that at the same time they have been given
impressions which are not so flattering to our character and mode of
life, but a demand for the good things of life is being created which
must in time be felt and reckcped with.

5. UNBALANCED ECONOMIC SYSTEM

The vast extent of present-day markets and the tremendous scale
of modern production have brought about a degree of interdepend-
ence in our national life which is gall hard to realize. One manufac-
turer of low-priped automobiles decided not so long IL.1,1 to make a
decided change in mode1/4 For months, pending the production of the
new car, his factories were closed while new machinery was being
installed and new prockeste prepared. The result was that the total
freight-car loadings for the whole United States fell off to a marked
degree and dealers all over the country were left with !money invested

showrooms in which there were no cars to show and sales forces
who had nothing to sell. Employment in Detroit was seriously curb
tailed and markets for raw materials were affected.
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A &ante in the style of women's clotting, resulting in the use of less
material, has seriously affected the markét for cotton and threatened
the continued existence Of the present form of organization for pro-
iuction in the woolen induitry. The farmer alone has preserved
something of his former independence, but the farmer without modern
machinery, automobile, radio, or mail-order catalogue would lead a
troubled life. The prosperity, and even dui comfort, of each of us
has come to depend upon the ,soundness and prosperity of our wholi)
productive system.

elf this be so, it bebooves us to look to it that no pains be spared to
maintain that prosperity. What progress are we making in that
direction? Intelligent guidance of such a complicated system requires
a better understanding of its eharacteristics.. Not only does it seem
probable that a new profession, that of business management, must be
evolved, but better education of the public in general is necesiary if
the skilled manager is not to find his efforts balked through lack of
understanding and sympathy on the part of the general public. The
increased sums which are being spent on education, increased enroll-
ment in our schools and universities, and the development of schools
and colleges for the intensive study of buainess \and of our economic
system are steps toward a planned control of prócluction and a more
intelligent adaptation of effort to needs 'which should ultimately
lead to increased welfare for all.

Desirable as this end may be, it will be necessary to have a more exact
knowledge,Qf the consuming habits of the public and a more definite
control of productioif than has been possible up to the present time
in order that definite purposes and standards mabe set up and that
they may be fiu ¡ported by popular sentiment. lr

6. CHARACTERISTICS OF CHANGED ECONOMIC SYSTEM
Thus we find ourselves in a civilization which is remarkable forthe kaleidoscopic variety and rapidity of its changes. Almost before

we have adjusted otuselvqL to ones set of surrounding conditions
another is upon us with newproblems and conditions to be met, andyet in this dynamic.system *Rh its constantly forming new combina-
tions certain continuing tendencies are apparent. From the rural
independence of the pioneers we shift to specialization and interde-
pendence; from the farm and the accoiiipanying small-scale units of
production we change to the factory and the large city with its con-
gested population; from simplicity to scientific complexity. The
in'stitutio.1 nomic, political, and sociAlwhich had their in-ception in an agricultural society with a comparatively stable and
widely distributed Imiulation are carried on in a period of indus-trial production by an extremely mobile and intensely concentrated
population*
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7. EFFECT OF ECONOMIC SYSTEM 014 HOME AND FAMILY

Against these two backgritunds, agncultural and industrial, let
us project our conception of home and family and judge, if we ean,
what conditions gave rise to such a grouping of individuals, what
values *ere to be found in it,-whether these values are now to be found
to the same extent, and, if they are not, what new values have arisen
or what old ones may be expanded and accentuated.

At this point it, might be well to repeat the warning that the family
here discussed is the family as it exists in ourown homes or those of
our neighbors. It, is composed of a man and a woman with perhapi
one or more children. It is of value in so far as it aids them in more'
satistactorily living out their txistence or in so far as such an existing
relationship is desirable fronr the point, of view of otber individuals
who compose the society of the age in which they live. It is not an
emotional concept evolved ,out of wishes, imagination, and romance
as depicted by the poetry of the Victorian age. Its desirability is
modified by the nature and attitude of the individuals who compose it,
and by the surrounding .fircumstances in which they live.

in the past, the family was strengthened by the fact that it wu
the customary form of organization for production and that the home
was in many irist an ces the workshop. In an agricultural civilization
the wife performs part of the labor in the fields when necessary, cares
for many of the domestic animals, prepares the meals, maintains the
home as a place of shelter and rest, and rears theshildren who are
potential laborers. She is a partner in the actual work of production
and her disabilities growing out of her sex have a minimum effect upon
her value as a worker in the coinmon endeavor. This bathe condition
seems to have been true during the earlier industrial development
when weaiing was done inc the home and even-the wife of the miller
commonly operated the mill during the sickness or absence of her
husband. In the early crafts guilds, wife and husband were both
members, and in case of the husband's death the wife and not the
heirs succeeded to the management of the.business. In fact, it would
seem that only in comparatively recent years has it been possible
for women of the working clabsel sto confine their activities to

q housekeeping and childbearing. ,

& THE STATE'S INTEREST IN THE FAMILY

The State had a twofold interest in the maintenance of the family
during this period. In the first place, the family was essential to the
system of production by whkh the wealth of the State was produced.
In the second place, a large population was desirable not only for its
labor value but also in order to provide adequate man power for lame
armies which were essential for national protection. For centuries, a
wealthy nation without a powerfufarmy would have been an inside
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SYMPOSIUM ON TER VIM HOMEMAKING EDUCATION 15
ible source,of temptation to its neighbors. Hence iwas perfectly
natur0 that the concept of the State as a third party to the contract
of marriage should be adv,anced and that legal aafeguard.s should be
placed about ho important a relationship.. Penalties were placed
upon irregular relationahips. The disilat6v _tion of a marriag6 was
permitted only with reluctance, and alimony not only provided safe-
guards for mother and children, but rime dangerously close to being
invoked as a penalty.

Before the growth of a power industry 'the home was also the
medium through which certain services were rendered to the child,
which are now to a great extAnt provided by other agencies. Food
was produced and prepi>clothing was created from wool produced
by the family flocks, and the child was mused and treated for most of
its illnesses by the mother. Such education as it received in trade or
craft skill was largely imparted at home until the growth of the
apprenticeship system. The- home wai also the agency through
which the customs of society were transmit*.

Under former conditions, certain economic advantages were asso-
ciated with the foundation of a home. The social and legal system
wits stia that the husband was in fact, as well as in theory, the head
of tile family.. In many 'instances his 'wife brought with her a gift of
property which became his. He was both manager and owner of
weidth produced by their joint efforts. The manner Of life was such
that.. little expense was connected with bringing children into the
world and die children themselves contributed material services to
the family business at a very early age. The father either made use
of the children as laborers or apprenticectothem jo others and received
a large part of their wages. Expense fo,r food and clothing was
relatively small. ,

9. THE COST OF RAISING CHILDREN

At present the father exercises much less .control over fan:dly
property and little more than moral suasion over conduct. Dowries
have gone out of fashion and in many cases, either by law' or by
mutual consent, the wife retains her separate propérty. Children
come into the world at considerable expense, contribute little or
nothing to the family income, and under modern standards and at
present pribe levels for food- and clothing iepresent,a serious outlay
of capital. The cost of 'rearing a child to maturity varies greatly
accordi.neto ita position in life, but $5,000 would certainly be a
motie0 figure and one father has estimated that each of his daughters,
at-the close of Mr college Career,- an investment.of $20,900.
The adiantage secured at-the age of 50 by the singte firm who saves)
his money ahd 'mite it out at compound interest is pe tly appareni

s and helps .to exOlain how the- family, from the dollars d cents point
of view, may be itgarded as a liability ratiter than an Where
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agriculturq remains the chief occupation of the peep ere is no
need to worry about race stlicide, Imq, the factory wo ker, living in
au apartment, finds the problem worthy of consideration.

The home is no longer the workshop. The old cottage industries,
such as weaving, lace making (perhaps as common to the nunnery

tct the hqme), cheese making, and shoe making and repairing, have
been taken to industrial plants where motors and machines duplicate
the work of human hands. .From the production point of view the
home bids fair to become a luxury rather than a necessity. Just as
-ownership and management of capitifl tend to become separate func-
tions in large-scale production, so the work place has been taken outof the home and has been enlarged and built up into the factory.

Nor is this all. Because of the tremendous importance of the home
in an agricultural system, social attitudes and legal provisions were
developed which punished the individual severely for variations from
ideál home-minded behavior. As a practical matter, alimony became
almost a matter of course if a marriage were broken and the wife
happened to be minded to demand it. In many instances some social
stigma followed the dissolution of a marriage relation which had
become unbearable and actual source of danger to thè health and
sanity of i e contracting parties. Children as well as parents had
to s , their share of thie burden. Both husband and wife foundth: d social contacts and their activities and modes of receation

ous17 restricted because of the relation which had been assumed.
weyier justifiable such restrictions may have been or may be, the

fact iemains that any person intelligent enough to realize their
existence will weigh them before assuming them.

10. HOW VALUABLE IS THE HOME TO-DAY?

Does the fact that the home no longer beárs its old relation to
economic life, that some of its functions haVe disappeared or have
been taken over and developed by other agencies, or that certain

Allidisadvantages and sacrifices may be associated with maintenancevindicate that it. has becomè of doubtful value? Those who see onlythe apparent increase in the divorce rate, the decreasing birth rate,'and other signs of what they consider incieasing moral laxity are
inclined to view it with alarm, but there is another side to the picture.

The young people of to-du are sometimes accused of being icon-.Masts, without courtetemodesty, or reverence. If there lie weightto the accusation, neyertheless theré is a certain wistful idealism
beneath the skepticienf with which their inexperience an51 distzust
of 'cliques is concealed. The whole world has passed trough an
experience during the last two decades in which many of our accepted
standards were Overthrown or reversed, and what had been rikht
became wr9ng and what had been wrong became right. Add to thisthe fact that with inereasing education we are taught to attempt to

.
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think out questions which the ignorant must leave to authority; that
science has taught us that many things which we held to be accepted
facts are not even tenable theories; that modern improvements
are daily displacing outworn procesmis; and _it is nqt to be wondered
at if questions' be raised which to an older generation in a more static
environment seemed sacrilege.

It is got the truth, however, which need fear investigation and it
may be that in the end the questioning of previously accepted canons
will bring a more complete understanding and a more intelligent
appreciation of the values upon which home and' family have sur-
vived. Romantic conceptions must not be allowed to interfere with
the intelligent analysis of conditions nor to set up false standards
which help lo beg the questioii. It is no service to man or woman
to build up an expectation of happiness based on misrepresentation of
human nature and the basic conditions of existence. It is not as a
dreamer, seeking compensation for' his own heartbreak, which should
be our goal.. Rather it should give us an intelligent appreciation
and, if possible, a happy adaptation to what JaplE London called
the .hard, insefragible facts.

Management engineers have developed a tool known as the "job
analysis." It involves the scientific determination of purpose and an
equalj careful study of the simplest and best way of directing energy
to the achievement of that purpose. Such a study of home and family
life at the present time with the proper resultant modifications of our
social, legal, industrial, and educational systems would be of tremen-
dous value in our national life.

C. socK VALUES RESULTING FROM HOME AND FAMILY LIFE
What values, then, remain to make home and fapily worth4 the

effort and sacrifice by which their existence is achieved?
In the first place, here is a tried and proved method of relationship

between man and woman which would seem to involve fewer possi-
bilities of harm or danger than any which bas yet been evolved. No
temporary association will give the community the interest, the cpnfi-
dence of status, *the freedom from distraction, the conditions that
make for physical and mental health, and the possibility of mutual
understanding and sympathy that can be' found in the best types of
home And In view of the training and standards of- conduct
which the majority -of us have accepted, no other relationship can be
maintained with the same assurance of continuifig sell-respect. In
this Aeld, as in any other, moderation and self-cinitio1 have their
values, and a series of emotional Orotechnics may be an unsatisfying
And dangerous substitute for a clearer and steadier flame.

If the rearing of children be considereks,,a worthy or gratifying
activity and not a mere incident, t**0 OA yet nd wavy which
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can operate as efficiently as a properly organized family: Judges andheads of charitable institutions have testified that more seems to be
necessary to the proper development of a child than there provision
for its physical wants. Interest, affection, appreciation, and intimate
understanding can be more freely supplied by even ignorant parentsthan by the most intelligent and efficient of professional nurses.
Affection may degenerate hito indulgence, but artificial fiffection
never passes current for the real article. Our schools and nurseries
may guide, direct, and edudate, but there is a human relationship
possible in the home which it is surprisingly difficult to generate else-
where. The home hits a clear purpose in contributing to the rearing
of healthy, intelligent, and well-adjusted children.

1. HOME AS A PLKE FOR REST AND RELAXATION
The increashig complexity and the nervous wear and tear and in-

tense competitiveness of our modem industrial system would empha-
size the value of the home as a possible center of rest and recreation.
Here may be given the opportunity for recuperation which must behad if the human mechanism is to stand the strain of changes, in diet
and conditions of life. Relaxation of tense nerves, opportunitiei forquiet study and planning, tobbies which vary the monotony of some
types of occupation, proper diet and exercise for the maintenance of

. physical efficiency, all these give possible developments in useful-
noss which the home may provide. The argument that the presence
of children does not favor such conditions and that the apartmenthotel may give the same advantages without the disadvantages is
common enough. But no hotel or restaurant gives the individualdietary service which the home may provide. A plan for proper careand development of children withofit unnecessary pain and distrac-tion for adults is surely not beyond attainment.

Even though some of, the economic advantages of a home have beenlost in the development of a new type of organization for production,
some benefits remain. Two may not be able to live as cheaply asone in a modern home, but there is good reason to believe that twomay live in a home more cheaply and much more satisfactorily thanin two entirely separate establishments furnishing anything near thesame degree of utility and comfort. Combination of certain items of
expense for food, light, space, and heat should surely make possiblea decrease in alp total expenditure. The benefits of efforts
leisure time which result in an increase in living comfort
shared by two as easily as they may be enjoyed by one.

12. 'THE NEED FOR MORE THAN SATISFACTION OF *ECONOMIC WANTS
It is undeniable that something more than the mere satisfactionof economic wants is vital to well-rounded and happy existence.

There are human needs which must be met, and in the home lies the
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opportunity for the creation of the essential gr cation of thesemost important cravings. Here may be provided recognition for thequalities which outsiders may be slow to appreciate. Honesty,
kindliness, gentleness, and trustworthiness may be held at their trueworth awl the little triumphs of outside life may be doubled in valueby the fact that they areperceived and shared by those whose goodopinion is of value. Affection should be found here and certainty of
understanding and sympathy. If these values are not present, weneed more knowledge of the reasons which prevent their developmentand of the technique bA,which their existence may be favored andpromoted.

New experience and some of the greatest adventures of life aresurely to be found in the home. The man or woman who has knownthe unquestioning faith and loyalty of a child or who has faced deathor seen it patiently and bravely risked knows that those who live forthemselves alone live incompletely. These experiences are facts oflife and not romantic fictions. How far does education go in fittinkus to bring out in a home the best of which we and it may be capable?Here lies the challenge to our knowledge and abilities. There seemslittle question that with the further development of industry we maygreatly increase the sum total of goods which may be produced forthe satisfaction of human wants. Millions of people are still un-satisfied. There is room in our productive system for utilization ofthe efforts of every individual if that effort be properly planned andintelligently directed. Women in greater and greater numbers areseeking to find again their places in the productive system, fromwhich in the earlier development of the machine age they were tem-porarily ousted. There is no reason why they should ilot again as-sume a position calling for the exercise of their utmost abilities andpermitting them some choice as to the direction in which they willexercise their capacities. If they find happiness in devoting theirentire time and attention to home and children, they should havethat opportunity. If, on the other hand, they find that under modernconditions many of the functions formerly inevitably connected withthe home are now better cared for by outsiders, that children are notthe chief interest in their lives, and that childlessness leaves themfree for other' interests, or that an appreciable portion of their lifespan is kill available after the duties of child bearing and rearinghave been performed, then they shoula not be thrust aside frommodern activity under a pretext of gallantry or with a contemptuousrderence to home as the woman's sphere. It seems quite probablethat there will be not only room for them but also need for themin the economic world.
In office work, as statisticians, as dietitians, in the professions, thework of women is daily becoming more essential. In work calling for
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delicate manipulation, such as the handling of small machine parts,in the artistic and literary world as well as in science and education,their services are needed. Our institutions must adapt themselvesto this need. The problem of maintaining home values and yet per.mitting other interests and occupations should not be =solvable.
D. EXTENSION OF HOME-ECONOMIàS TRAINING

If the professilin of homemaking can be studied with the same
intelligence that the problems of industry are approached the future
would seem more certain. If the home of the future -can be basedupon the voluntary cooperation of independent and self-respecting
persons rather than upon social coercion and if the purpose of a homeAnd the attitudes and methods which : best fitted to the attalt-ment of that purpose can be carefully studi: s and understood, we mayhope to give real education for homemaking.

II. THE SOCIOLOGIST

ANDREW G. TRUXAL
Asiistant Professor of Sociology, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

A. WHICH POSITION ?

In any consideration of the family as a social institution, we mighttake one of three positions. We might join with those who think thatthey have sung the swan song for another venerable and at one time
necessary social institution. The family is going, they say, and wemight jus as well recognize the fact. These critics, thinking theyhave striPped this institution of all the functions which at various
ages have been claimed for it, say that unless we can find additional
services that the family can perfonn, some more effective' agencymight well be substituted for it. In the Eiecond place, there are those
conservative-minded folk who, shutting their eyes to the changestat have been occurring around them, strike out in all directionsifith vague and meaningless shibboleths, like "the sanctity of thefamily," "The family ¡a the rock of ages upon which our civilizationhas been erected," "The strength of America lief; in its homes:
Destroy, the home and you can destroy the foundation of our socialstructure."

-1

I, forIf we had to choose between these two positions, one, would
certainly choose the former with all its fantastic reasoning to the

- latter with all its sentimental and meaningless dribble. But, there
is no necessity for us to aecept either of them: We can choose the
third position, which is to follow the reasoning of those who in a
realistic fashion face the multiplicity of changes that have broughtabout our present society and the concomitant changes th0 have
°muffed in the family with the idea of tizepting the ùiagas and
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making such adjustments to them u seem, in the nature of the case,
to be inevitable.

In human society, almost all conceivable types of marriagea have
been tried at one time or another under varying circumstances. We
have plenty of anthropological and ethnological evidence for all
variations in the form of the family from the most temporary to the
most permanent varieties of union. Whatever the form, however,
there has always been marritige in human society, as contrasted with
mere mating among the animals, and there has always been some
kind of family, however transient and temporary.

B. FUNCTIONS OF THE FAMILY

Just what have been and are the functions of the family? In a
supercritic,a1 age, when all human institution.s are being called before
the bar of a pragmatic test, and accepted or discarded on the basis of
the results of that test, it seems highly desirable for us to ask the
question. To answer it, however, we must look at the family not I
merely as it is but as it has been. To begin with, I family has
performed an economic function. There are those e Sumner,
Startke, and others who would main ; fhat this w probably the
original primary reason for . . " Wo man mes indis-
pensable to man 'not on account of an impulse (sex attraction) which
is suddenly aroused and as quickly disappears, but on account of a
necessity which endures as long as life itself, namely the need ,of
food.' " Marriage is primarily a form of coopeiation in self-mainte-
nand) and its bond is tightersRr looser according to the advalitages of
the partnership under ondsting circumstancés.'

No one will question the rôle that economic cooperation has played
in marriage and the family. But, with the old household fuifttions of
the woman removed by the meChanization and standardization of
life, the economic functions of the wo :I ; I in the home as comple-
mentary to those of the male have disap eared. Not only has the
patriarchal conception of the family dis ppeared in this age pf
woman's rights, but woman has taken her plice alongside man in
the factory, the trades, and the professions. She has declared not
merely her personal independence but her economic independence as
well. "Woman's entry into industry, the trades, and the professions
increased from 14.7 per cent in 1870 to 24 per cent in 1920. For
marked women the percentage employed in 1890 was 4.6 as compared
with 9 in .1920. In the professions alone, there were 13.3 per cent
of the womiln and girls engaged in all nonagricultural pursuits as
compared with 6.4 per cent in 1870." a And this is a movement which
will doubtless continue, if anything, with accelerating speed.

Sumner, W. O., sod Keller, L. O. The Mena. el Soddy, .Vol. 3, Yale University Press, 1927. pp. A

1501-111.6.

I Liatiodst, E. Ths 'soft ia the Preseskiboisi Order, p.
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The home as a self-sufficing economic unit in which the father, the
mother, and the children performed mutually complementary,
economic functions is gone. Furthermore, woman is no longer
necessarily an economic liabilitythere is no longer any economic
necessity for her to enter the marriage bond. However, it is still
true, among certain classes at least,' that the wage earnings of both
father and mother are necessary in order to maintain higher and
higher standards of living, to giVe the children the most in educational
opportunities. Especially is it true that the earnings of the woman
prove to be extremely valuable in the case of factory workers to tide
over periods of unemploym t, sickness, or accident, or any other
of the exigencies of mod: industrialism to which the male worker
is susceptible. dranted that this is not a desirable situation, thefact remains that the work of man and woman is Still economically
complementarjr, although in a different sense than under a former
agricultural state of society, as a mere cursory reading of a study likeLynd's "Middletown" will reveal.

Suppose we grant that the economic foundition and function-of the
family have disappeared. Does anyone want to see a return to a
home wherb the wife and mother is a household slave, or a fellow
worker in the fields with her IniAand? There are some few people
who yearn for a return of the home as a self-sufficing economic unit.But even those like Borsodi conceive of that situation not as a /*turn
to the soul-destroying labor of a previous era but a home thoroughly
mechanized, making use of every available household labor-saving
machine. But if a Borsodi home is to be the home of the future, wefail to see 'the trend.

A second important functión which.' the family has performed in
social evolution is that of the reproduction of the race. No attemptis being made through our discussion to differentiate sharply betweenthe interwoven problems of marriage and the family. When we speak
of reproduction we are thinldng of twit) things: The sex relation and,
incidental to it, the production 'of offspring. In the whole of man's
social development, marriage has,had the effect of creating a form of
union of the sexes which lias operated to canalize and regulite that
extremely powerful humaii urge, the sex drive. (If we did not have
marriage, and the Western World understands that to mean mono-gamic marriage, we should certainly have to invent or ireate an
instittition to regulate the relationship of the sexes and to l6ep within
some limits the el,rpressiiith of the sex drive. To be sure, th institutionwe haVe has- been far from perfect in this regard. Th volume ot
extramarital sex relationship is large, when we consider abl
estimates ¡lace the number of venereally infected peoRle
1.6 per cent of the total population, most of whidli infection resultafroih what society regards as illicit sex relationi. Bu the larger

.
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question is not how inadequately has mirriage canalized the sex drivebut how great would be the socially harmful effects of, not having
such an institution.

The second aspect of reproduction is the production of offspring.The human race -is bisexual; offspring are the result of the relation
between the sexes. Whether or not there is a tological basis for a
so-called parental instinct, or whether it is the end product of habit
growing out of association, the fact remains that there -exists a tie
between parfaits and offspring which is at the basis of the family.One might grant on rational grounds that this means of reproduction
is an extremely wasteful, even silly, method rf continuing the race.But the hopes of science to simplify the process by artificial processes
of fertilization of ova and the growth of the embryo in artificial media,with the possibility, according to Aldous Huxley, of producing 96identical products at the same time, such hopes are about as chimer-ical in the pmiyant state of knowledge as the far-better known, syn-
thetically prepared foods which have been promised to us in convertientpellets. Such convenient means of securing physical sustenance would
indeed be a gretA boon for our millions to whom the soda-fountainlunch counter has become an inevitable part of daily routine.a deCided disaster kn those to whom eating is still a ceremony And
an art. .

But suppose again that we grant that the relation of the sexes andconstquent reproduction of the race do not of necessity imply theexistence of a fa4Inily. A third service which the family has performedis that of being thé primary group, to use Cooley's well-known phrase,in which the child gets his earliest education and socializink habits.-In simpler sokieties this was an extremely important service. Thetendency in modern societies has been to take these functions awayfrom the home and fámily. At the beginning of our national history,the home was the usual place for receiving the elementary instruction.
li*The public-school system as we know it to-day is an* American achieve-ment of the nineteenth century. Three hundred years ago the institu-
tional education of children Vegan with the college. The age has beensteadily pushed downward. First, the Latin or grammar school, thenthe pdblic elementary -school, then the kipdergarten, and finally, now,the nursery fichool. Thus has much of the educatiónal function,together with the socializing function of the family, been taken fromthe home.

Other traditional functions of the home and family have been dis-.
appearing, to use the words of Lawrence Frank:

The care of thesick and the maintenance of heálth have becomò institutionalizedin hospitals, sanatoria, and clinks, aided by visiting nurses and related personnelwho render the care forinerly given by members of the family.
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Childbirth is increasingly taking place in hospitals, and the care and nurtureof the child is likewise moving outside of the home to the clinic, nursery school,
kindergarten, summer camp, playground, and youth organisations . . .

For recreation and leisure-time activities, the home has already yielded to thetheater for plays and moving pictures, to clubs and aásociations and commercial-ised amusements of all 'kinds. . . .

The provtsion whist the proverbial rainy day is being cared for by social andgovernmental schemes of pensions, allowances, and tax-supported services.In the religious sphere, the home and the fainily are becoming an inireasing
object of concern on the part of church leaders, while the old-time intimate
religious life of the family appears to be fading out or losing much of its former
importance and significance.'

And Mr. Frank has by no means catalogued all the other functions
which have been previously or are now associated- with the family.
One very important one has been the alliance between marriage and
the family and property. We have passed the stage *hen' woman
was regarded as property; niany European peoples still clint¡ to the
bride price and the dowry. With us, the whole problem of inheritance
of property, the property rights of woman and children are tied up
with the family.

Then there are other functions, such as the less tangible and cbn-
crete ones as the affectional and romantic functions of marriage and
the family, the gratification of tone's vanity, the feeling that one belongs
.to an intimate group.

Margaret Mead, the authoress of that delightful book "Coming of
Age in samoa," insists that the one universal function of the family is
the status-giving, child-rearing function.

When modirn- writers say that the family among us has lost its function, theymerely mean that the western European patriarchal family, which was once a
social-economic and industrial unit of a high degree of self-sufficiency, is breakingdown, that its disciplinary and educational functions have been taken over bythe State and its industrial functions preempted by Modern machiiie production.But all of these are merely functions of the family in our own immediate historynot inalienable functions (if the family in huin,an society. . . .

It is worthy of note.that were State responsibility for childrep to be substitutedfor the present family organisation, we would again obtain a type of guaranty forchildren which the present weak bilateral family fails to give.°
After such a lengthy and doubtless tiresome analysis of the fuller

tions which the family has performed, it would seem as though the
preseni American family had lost ita chief reasons for existence. Yet
peoplg are still marrying and founding families; From 1890 to 1920,
the p"eicentage of the population 15 years and over that was married
increased 4.6 per cent. In spite of all reasoning to the contrary to
demonstrate that the function of marriage and the famiky have one

4 Ana& ot the Amalcau Academy at faded and Bode) &limo% Merck 19i1 The Modern. AmericoFondly. p. 97.
I Ibid. Th Amigos Pani7. pp. rms.
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by one been stripped from it, people go on marrying and establishingfa 08.

A mpanying this increase in the proportion of the 'populationmarried has anotlier trend, riamely, increase in the divorce rate,
. (4r a growing number 'of family breakdowns. Much has. been madeof the American divorce fate as compared with other nations. Our

divorces are increasing three timeii faster than our population. Wefeel ashamed of our record in this &yet with a rapidly
chahging society, with increased rights for womenNyith the dis-
appeaaance of the_ economic dependence of woman on man-Lwith
marriage a completely voluntary act, and above all, with our complete
and almost total disregard for education for tearriage and familymakingI say, with these things in mind, we might have expected a
rising 'divorce rate.

Failure has d our footsteps in attempts, to soive this problemthrough mort' stringent divorce legislation. With the eicception 'ofStates such as Nevada, Arkansas, and Idaho, the general- trend inState _divorce legislation during the past generation has been not
Wward more lax divorce laws, as is popularly supposed, but towardmore restrictivA legislation.' There are mime who would have us pass
a Federal amezidpent unifying and standardizing our divergent Statedivorce laws. Yet the problem 'ot divorce can 'not and will not be
solved by legislation. The hope for its solution lies not in the prohi-
bition -of the break-up of families wilich 'have already' broken up -andjust await social sanction for the collapsethe hope lies-in preventingthe causes of the aoriginal breakdown. Perhaps gee reason why welead the world in divorce rates is that as indiviMals we are moreready to admit that Our marriage has been a failure and to experiment
anew. /But always it is a blind experimentation. Through our edu-cational system, we provide little guidance for marriage and family-life. We would think a min an idiot who vient on an Alctic expedi-
tion without making the most thorough and painstaking preparationpossible; by consulting all the charts, guides, helps, etc., that wereavailable. Even so, we might brand u idiotic a society that allowsits members to marry and establish families (a life expedition), with-out giving the slightest thought "to preparation for the venture. Theremarkable act about this situation is not that many families brdakdown in our present complex societyrather is it remarkable that so'many' su !

C. YRESENT POSSIBILITIES FOR .THE AMERICAN FAMILY
The creation of a family and the setting up of a harmonious homeit' our generation is a more difficult task than lids ever been facedbefore by the- an. species. %Jong. me the prinory motive for

marzieg. en4 fondly was economic iniserdependeses, then was a
tik. " J
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bond that could not be broken eicept at amsideble sacrifice to all
concerned. So long as the family was the center of child education
and nurture, the only recourse in case of illness or old age, the center
of recreational activities, the home was n'ecessarily more permanent
to start with. But, with many of these functions performed in other
ways, what happens to the family? To me, just this happens to the
family. For the first time in human history, and by that I mean the
entire life of man-on earth, we to-day have an opportunity to make
of the family that which has never been possible in any previous cul-
ture.. We can make of this institution a harmonious primary group,
giving status to parents and children alike. If there is one fact that
is self-evident to all students of humán society, it is that man is by
nature, or has become, a social being. Man can no more live without
his fellows thaa'hé can without food and sustenance. "The Man
Without a Country " is a pure figment of the imaginationfor such a
man is no longer a human being. Not only does the group mold the
individual in every aspect of his personality so that, in a very real
sense, man may be said to be a product of society, but man also de-
pends upon his social groupings, he exalts his social bonds to the point
where he is willing to sacrifice himself for the sake of the group. The
family has been, and I venture to make the prediction that it will
long continue to be, one of the most important, if not the most im-
portant, socializing and status-giving agencies that man in his devel-
opment has bein able to devise.

I fail to follow the arguments of those who say that some other
grotip or institution can take the place of the family. Can the play,
group, the neighborhood group, the fraternal prder or club, the State
or the Nation, act in the capacity of pater to its members? Can they
replace the 'intimate, face-to-face contacts that in the family take a
nonmoral, biological, nonsocial creature and begin the tedious process
of transforming it into a moral, social, and, if you permit me to use
the word, spiritual being? Personally, I think not, and the* whole
weight of the experience of social workers, physicians, psychiatrists,
and juvenile judges would seem to bear out the contention that a
home, .even though it be a foster one, is infinitely superior for the
making of socially acceptable behavior to any institutional ot larger
group device that we have as pip tried out.

In the next place, I pink we have an opportunity to make of the
lamily an institution iffwhich Blame of, the finer qualities of life can be '
pa8setPs4n bö the children. I mean simply this, that now in our society,
with mechaniCal slaves to do our work, it is theoretically posidble for us
to divert more and more of our energies to the cultivation of what older
civilizations than ours tell us are the products of mature cultures,
namely, t4e stimulation of interest in the artistic and esthetic Odes
of lib_14, the `Wimdening and &opening of our intellects, the cultivation.
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of a genuinely spiritual outlook as opposed to a crassly materialistic.
For this function di; home seems admirably adapted. Here is the
earliest and most important source of not merely the child's social
values, for here the initial stamp is put upon his emerging personality.
With the energies of parents increasingly freed for attention to their
children, think of the possibilities of inculcating in the minds of the
children an appreciation of some of these finer aspects ot human life.
What chance in a society where the main function of the family was
an economic one, where the father and mother were engaged all
day in slaving for self-maintenance, and where the children as soon
as they were old enough joined the workidg processionwhat chance
in such an institution for the development of these higher qualities?

To be sure, such a conception of the family relationship requires
an intelligent viewpoint concerning this institution. It requires a
higher order of forethought and preparation than was demanded in
any previous society. Individuals can not enter such a family without
the requisite training. But where are they to get such training?
Unfortunately, because we have either been blind to a changing
society around us, or we believed that things would right themselves
without any 6utaide interference, and we simply held tenaciously to
an institution because it wasynctioned by milleniums of tradition,
we have not made the adaptations that are necessary to make possible
such a family. We have not provided in our educational system or
anywhere else for an adequate training for marriage and family life.But we are beginning to appreciate this lag and we are making some
attempts to face the problem.

Social work agencies are making some efforts to meet this problem
by combining their knowledge of family ptoblems with the expert
advice of psychologists, psychiatrists, and social workers to assist
in the program of education for marriage and the family. Motivated
as their work is by the best intentions, most of their contacts with
the situations come just bef9re or after the crises in family relations
have been reached, so that as a preventive measure, it falls short.In some of our larger cities, clergymen, with the help of professional
workers, are conducting premarital classes§ and giving invaluable
help to those, contemplating marriage in such problems as sex life,
parent education, keeping a family budget, etc. Parent educationhas made considerable strides both in and outside academic circles.
Homy -EL:41,1 departments in our colleges are facing the problemsquarely and idjusting their curricula to the needs of young men and
especially young wonien. Of course, mere theories will not do.What we need in this field is a competent body of knowledge to actag a guide. Just M every individual differs s% every attempt atsetting up, a home and family has its own peculiar problems. How-ever, if we can get a sufficiently largo body of kuov4,dge pn the basis
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I of case studies and experiences, we shall be able to generalise effee.
Lively enough to reach conclusions that will be universally applicable.

Parhape the Family Relations Institute of 14013 Angeles has p6inted
the way in the short year of its existence. In an organized attempt
to provide guidance to marriage and family life, it has accumulated
some very valuable data. On the baais of its work so far it has come
to the tentative conclusion that the twp greatesteneeds in education
for marriage and the family- are tbe sex and economic problems.
This would seem to bear out the contention that has frequ4ntly been
made by judges of domestic:relations courts and others that most
marriages collapse ob these two issues. To provide for educition
along these lines not only in our colleges but in our whole public-
school system would then seem to be an imperative necessity if we
are to rehabilita/e dip family and to refine.its function

Sev.eral years ago a student of mine asked me if he II . t have
the pyivilege of writing hit; major thesis for the department in the
field'of "sex and married life." Had I not known him so well, I
might have suspected that he had some morbid interest in a topic
of tbat kind, but appreciating the fact that he was Contemplating
marriage, I saw that here was a boy who had arrived at his senior
year in college and nosyhere in all his educational work had he
receiyed what he felt was going to prove absolutely necessary infor-
mation if he were to embark intelligently on the marriage venture.
I .encouiaged him in the project, and heawrote a very excellent and
intelligent paper. I suppose that you would say that,is the way
all education should progress, through interest to inv6stigation to
conclusions. However, it would be idle to say that we have reached
a point where we can expect that individuals cpntemplating the crea-
tion of a faitily will of their own.iree will make a thorough inve6 .i-
gation in advance of the problems that will have to be Inet. We
must provide avenues of guidance which will open up in a thoroughly
objective fashion ways to the goal we have in mind.

No, the family is not sacrosanct; it is a very human institution.
No, the family is hot about to disappear ills a social group. But no
one who löoks at the matter realistically will deny that many of the
functions previously associated with the family are .no 'longer °per-
formed by it. This simply makes it possible for us to utilize this
very valuable institution for the promotion of still higher and more
socially valuable ends. But such a conception of the family derhands,
if it is to succeed, a type'of educaiion for marriage 'band family life
which we have not as. yet generally provided., As I see the purpose
and meaning of this conference, your meeting will be to no end
unless you are willing to: face squarely this everagrowipg peed for
providing the necessary tied for training an4 education leading
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III. THE 'HISTORIAN

BiRTRAM E. PACKARD,
Commissioner of Education, Maine

29

THE INFLUENCE OF TUE NEW ENGLAND HOME

The typical New Englander has always been characterized by a
firmness and vigor of opinion amounting at times to well-nigh sheer
obstinacy. He has never been hesitant in advancing his ideas upon
all occasions. Whatever his opinions may have been, they have been
accurately reflected in his hóme life. The New England community
was ever a religious °comniunity, the New England home a religious
home.

we must recall that there were in those early days no magazines
and newspapers and very few books. The minister and the school
teacher were important personagee in the community. FrequeN4
they were one and the same person. The clergy were, as a rule,
men of learning and of lofty character, and they were held in high
social esteem on account of their character and scholaruhip°8as walk,
as their clerical position'. Tfie long sermon, doctrinal in type. and
bristling' with quotations from the Bible or from fam6us books cif
controversial theology, afforded in the long winter evenings the occa-
sion for lively debate in every household. The Bible itself was read
in the majority of homes, and prayers daily ascended to the.Throne
of Grace. Othet subjects Niue thoroughly discussed, especially the
politiçal questionki of the day. Theaters were unknown, strict observ-
ance of the Sabbath was enjoyed, public and private morals were
regarded with jealous caré, and dancing and card playing were not
toleraW. .

Every New England farm home was a veritable little world in itself,
large families of children were the rule and every household was a
beehive of industry. There was no place for selfishness and the
thildren natuially leained Ow rough-and-ready lessons of give and
take. Each home was largely sufficientiunto itself. There was little
need for money, u out4ide of the small expenditure for taxes and
grocerieetea, coffee, and .spices and the likepractically everything
was produced on the farm. All the cereal grains, vegetables, beef,
mutton, and pork were produded at home. From flax and wool all
the clothing was carded, spun, knitted, and woven" The women and
girls of the household baked, brewed, knitted, sewed, spun, and wove.
Every farm home embrao6d a carpenter shop, blacksmith shop,
cobbler shop, and much of the Nrnitive wpshomemade. There was
no thought of going abrOad for any necessity that could be produced
or made at home. Because of these activities the boys and girls became
independent,'resetraftd, and self-reliani: No better training for home-
making could Wound than in these early New &gland homes. Because
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of the lack of such home training in modern days, we find the reason
for the introducfion into our school curriculum of practical courses
in home economics and manual training. .

Up to the close of the eighteenth century, the founders of New
England thought their own thoughts and went their own ways in a
very remarkable seclusion. During the nineteenth century, we find
the New Englander and his family, first and foremost at every
frontier in the making of America. We find them streaming over the
Alleghany Mountains into the central plains. Like a resistless tide
we find them swarming across the Rockies, and their westward march,
was only stayed by the broad expafisé of the Pacific. Wherever they
*era they multiplied their numbers and created new communities
patterned after those of their native New, England. Always in their
wake we find the village church and the village school. So to-day we
'may find innumerable communities thrughout the broad reacJies of
the West, which are more typically New nerd even than anithing
we can find at home. Nearly iSWry Mao ew England hamlet has
stint forth its sons to play honoyably their piirt in the making of our
Nation. I am taking the liberty to cite one rather in .ting example:
From a farm home in Maine, still in the possession of the family,
wheré the father was a farmer and country storekeeper, and the
mother had b'een a school teacher, five sons went forth and gained
unusilal iistinction and honor. Simultaneously 1 was Governor of
his native Sta nic, 2 were members of Congress, 1 from Illinois, and 1

from Wisconsib;litnd 2 represented the United States Government
as ministers to foreign courts. At the same time, their own cousin,
native of a little village only a feir miles distant, was Vice President
of the United State.,

In its vifial aspect New England and the homes ot New England
have changed during the years. Economic conditions have so brought
it about that our familiois may no longer be charactelizeti bx their
size. The admixture and amalgamation of other nationalities have
had their leveling effect. More liberal and tolerant religious faiths

/ have leavened the stern orthodoxy characteristic of an earlier day.
The fundamental law has removed the teaching of relieon from our
public schools. Religious education, if it be acc(implished at all,
must be accomplished in the church and the home. In these days

e impulse whichun er w y, a ten ency
.

bound to grow stronger
in the future, that c aracter education .must become a part of our
public-fgchool curricul m. Of this we may be sure, our children may
attain théir highest i1tellectual, =oral, and religious dev'elopment

4. only by the sympathe1ic and constant cooperation of thextipme, thé
church, and the sch No one of these agencies alone can success-
fully accomplish thif task, but through united effort no task can be.
impossible.
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Iv. THE HOME ECONOMIST

EMELINE S. WHITCOMB
Senior Specialist in Home Economfts, United States Office of Education

31

Homemaking is in the school curriculum because-it contributes to
the community educational services dealing with the lirimal necessi-

, ties% *of life, namely, food, clothing, shelter, and the social values of
home and family life. At prment no other school subject is as well
prepared to administer these services to the 'child, the home, or to
society in general, as is the -homemaking progrim. This fact is not
always clearly understood by all school patrons, or even by all the
school officials, as is somelmes shown in such extraordinary times as
these when retrenchment i universally considered. We are hearing s
that in some rural communities, and even in a number.of fairly large
cities, the home-economics program may be swept out of the school
curriculum, or else be very much curtailed. Such action would prob-
ably not take place if the indispensable services homemaking oduca-
tion may contribute to the well-being of the home and the child were
better understood.

Since the onset of this depression, the emergency services con-'
Vibuted by the home-economiN departments throughout the Nation
are of notable magnitude and worth.

A. EMERGENCY 'SERVICES

During the depression period, the hot lunches furnished the children
of the unemployed; the instruction offered to children in the grades
even as low as the sixth on low-cost dietaries planned for the entire
family; and thQ clothing renovated and made fit by home-economics
classes and contributed to children who otherwise wo s have be:en
denied school attendance have gone far in maintaining f ; :rale,
and probably in prevent' riots. In some school sy:tems, the eiitire
home-economics program 1: built around the food and clothing needs
for families without breadwinners. 'In fact, the slogan of the home-
economics departments throughout the land is "Let us make the most
of, what ire have."

his almost the rule that such relief contributed to the needy by the
home-económics departments in our public education receives little,
if any, 'publicity, and the value of such services is often minimized
instead of extolled.

Everywhere ornmrnities are facing the problem: "What shall b;
the guiding nutritional principles in the present emergency?" In
other words, "What best to do with an inadequate amount of money
to realize the highest nutritional returns?" This problem challenges
the most expert nutritionist and certainly should not be left to the
untrained.
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To provide, in the diet of the growing child, the nutritional essen-
tials af which a shortage tends to permanent injury, even at the cost
of other features in the dietary normally -desirable, but not absolutely
essential, is a responsibility which if neglected opens the way to infec-
tions and life-long injuries to health, happiness, and working efficiency.
A child may not grow fat on bread and milk, some fresh fruit and
vegetables, but these foods make for sound bone and muscle upon
which to build in better times.

B. FOOD AND GOOD CITIZENSHIP

*13 wekie told by the White House Conference on Child Health and
Proectiok that, in normal times, 6,000,000 of our children .are mah
nou-rished. This condition, according to Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur,' is
due to ignorance rather than lack .of food, to misfeeding, not knowing
hosof., and doing the wrong thing. Doctor Witliur pointed out that:

tbe Nation carries enormous burdens in supporUni the insane, the feeble-
mipded, the imbeciles, the sick, and the handicapped. The children's diet
determines to a larger extent than is realised what side they will joinwhether
it *ill be the rankq of the fit, here they can care for themselves, or the unfit,
where they will have to be taken calkof.

He further stated:
There is a close relationship between food and good citizenship and food and

ba4 citizenship. Food has a good deal to do with the way we behave, and with
the way we resfst disease. . . . When the child is dependent upon conditions in
which he finds himself, it is worth our while to look over these conditions. . . .

If it is true that ignorance is the greatest difficulty in the United States, isn't
it about time for all of us, with all of our schools, all of our experts, to get a dis-
tribution of this knowledge so that it will reach all of our children? . . . For,
properly nourished children of to-day will not have the bad joints and become
the handicapped people of tbe future. They will be better citizens as they
grqw. They will resist not only diseases of civilization but the instabilities of
various tipes, the tendency to take drugs, alcohol, morphine, and the like. All
may come if the nutrition is bad. In a. sound properly fed child, thL nervous
system does not chive that sort of thing. If the child feels well andls strong
and happy, that is the test. The thermometer of good nutrition in children is
hapOness, for healthy children are happy children, and the kind that are not
happy should be studied from the standpoint of nutrition as well as from other
standpoints. . . .

Nutrition also has a large function to play in the security of the future govern-
ment, therefore good nutrition is the most basic of all our human responsibilities.

This, from a scientific scholar of highest rank, who has given years
of study td: the subject, would indicate that the school's first respon-
sibility is ti9 offer instrucfion in adequate nutrition to all the children
from the pitschool period through the high school,' a first step in
realizing a comprehensive program in homemaking education.

I " Food and Good Mum" edit& by Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, in Juno, 1932, number of Practical
Mane leonanies. Abridged from paper given Wore Department ol linpervioare and Twit= at Home
1vonamite, MAL A., February, 1914 la Washwitt D. 0,
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It is fully appreciated that there are a number of school activities
which can materially contribute to the health and the happiness of
the sch-q31 child. Conspicuous among these is the school lunch, the
possibilities of which are sometimes meagerly recognized.

C. THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SCHOOL CAFETERIA

The school cldeteria might well become the integrating social
laboratory for the entire school system, a place where school depart-
ments, other than homemaking, can make a worthy contribution.
For example: English, art, eéonomics, business, general science, civics,
and physical education have much to offer.

The lunch hour for the Nation's school children should be not only
a happy occasion but one of high social significance, and not a place
where one "grabs a sandwich," "bolts his food," and "hurries out
with an ice cream cone in one hand and a 'weenie' in the other."

The lunch room should express tge best efforts of the art depart-
ment I creating an environment appealing to children. It shoWd be
a pl where civics is practiced, not preached; where children like
to meet their associates for friendly exchanges in courtesiedPand hos-
pitality; and where children enjoy the nutritious and appetizing food
which may "be had for the choosing at a nominal sum.

Such aspirations for what too often is a commonplace school activity
make certain demands on cafeteria &actors. Among these are:
First, a thorough training in foods good for growing boys and girls;*
second, the ability to produce such f s : in an attractive form; third,
the genuis to sell adequate nutritional ideas to boys and girls; fourth,
to help them establish sound nutritional habits; fifth, imagination,
cooperative abilities, and interests in the happiness of boys and erls,
as well as to keep lines moving orderly procession, and accounts
balanced. fro

The job of maldng available to all the school children the present
Inow_n nutrition facts most naturally falls to the departments best
prepared to render ouch- servims, ánd these at present on the whole
are the departments of homemaking. They, in cooperation with all
the other existing allied school agencies, should ássume the leader-
ship fot seeing to it that all the children and not just those in home-
economics classes Feceive nutrition instruction. his responsibility
home economists are willing to assume if given an opportuniiy.

D. CLOTHINGi THE SECOND PRISAL NEED
The second primal need is clothintwhich makes a notable con-

tribution to the happiness and comfort of the individual. As yet,
we have little definite knowledge as to the specific relationships of
clothing to health. That is, we know very little about the physio-
logical Weds of clothing. But some psydhological effects are fairly
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evident. Aside from the comfort and economic mpects, clothing
instruction furnishes useful and unique opportunities for artistic
expression. Whether the child plays with paints, clay, marbles,
wood, or cloth, really does not ma,ke so . much difference just so he

has an opportunity to express his 'preative abilities. In the case of

clothing, the child's training may be utilized earlier than his training
with the other materials by putting this instruction to useful pur-
poses such as helping to keep his own body clothed as well as that
of other members of the family, and later, in using his clothing
experiences in earning a livelihood. For, aside from the apprecia-
tional, economic, social, and health value's inherent in the food and
clöthing programs, the gainTul opportunities have hardly been
explored.

E. SHELTER

The third primal' need is shelter. President Hoover, in opening
his Conference on Home Building and Home Ownership, stated,
"Next to food and clothing, the housing of a nation is the most
vital social and economic problem. . . ." The wealth of máterial,
based upon the experiences and knowledges of experts, resulting from
this conference will offer anyone a liberal education on every phase
of the housing problem.

Home economists have long offered courses on the house, including
its location, plani, and sanitary aspects; on home furnishing; on inte-
rior decoration; and on home management. Many cottages, bunga-
lows, houses, and apartmenis have been furnished, from the basement
to the attic, by home-economics students. These projects have bad
the cooperation of other school interests, especially the boys' classes
in industrial education. The boys in such classes have built' out-
right or have remodeled dilapidated small buildings, Changing them
into attractive little homes. All of this is most iaudable. The
activities afford excellent examples for developing right attitudes of
citizenship and thrift, as well as judgment in buying.

But, when one reads in the February, March, and April, 1932,
numbers of Fortune, that America has the worEtt slums in4he world,
that we not only have the kind of slums they haire elsewhere; but the
spectacular improvements of our own, such as the unholy niixing of
races, the overcrowding of the land, and the construction of tall
tenements which shut off the air and suiilight; and as one learns from
Mr. Barry Parker, English architect of the two most important model
'towns of England, that he has seen the slums of South America and
of all the great European cities, but nowhere has he found conditions
which were not preferable to tenement conditiong in our big citiek
one realizes that, fine as the courses now offeied in the departments of
hoine economics are, the most importint problems concerning hpizsing
haVe not yet been töuched.
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According to Dr. Edith Elmer Woods' bpok, entitled, "Trends in
American Housing," le* than half the homes in America measur up
to minimum standards of health and decency.

According to the Prosidetit's Conference on Home Building and
Home Ownership, good housing is dependent first of all ón good' sur-,
roundings. No matter how good the design, if it is in a shim or factory
district, if it lacks-privacy, quiet, or sunlight, running watele or sewers,
if through traffic endangers the lives of its children, if ugliness is all
about it, if no parks br playgrounds are within walking distançe it is
not good housing. The foregoing faults are common to many Ameri-
can homes, and neighborhoods, and there can be no effective improve-
ment of our housing standard until they are removed.

The study made by the committee on the delinquent child, öf which
the rate Judge Cabot was chairman, gives us the fact's concerning the
forces at work,in-a-slum district making for delihquency; and in the
April, 1932, number. of Harper's Magazine, appears an autobiography
of a girl delinquent, age 16, written in a State penal institution: This
story reveals the procpsses through which boys and girls ifi slum areas
in our cities are educated in crime from an early age:

According to thé, Harvard School of City Planning, 26 per' Cfnt of
6ur poPulation can not aspire to oivn homes costing more than
$2,400. .

The Dureau of tabor Statistics in 1929 placed the cost of the single
family dwelling in 85 large cities at $4,902 exclusive of land.

Is it possible to build profitably for the $2,000 and under income
class? Even in times of prosperity) the incomes of 65 to 75 per cent
of our Ameritans' is less than $2,000 a year.

The housing problem is one that challenges all of usthe building
industries, other industries, observers of contemporarY science, and
educators, including those offering homemakingin helping to develop
a social conscience that will not tolerate slums-rthe crime schools for
many boys áncrgirls.

High-school boys and kirls should be taught the facts concerning
home finance, taxation, slums, large-RAle housing, decentralization,
home ownership, income and types of dwelling, and house design,
construction, and equipment. This information should not bé gleaned
from the highways and byways but should be an organized body of
knowledge if boys and girls are to know how to cope with the disin-
tegrating forces that sepm all about us.
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THE PROPOSALS

I. BY CURRICULUM MAKERS

A. GENERAL SUGGESTIONS

e

R. D. Russzu,
Director of Curriculum, State r],. wield of Education, Boise, Idaho

The homemaking curriculum should provide education for prospio-
.tive homemakers along three major home flinctions. These are edu-
cation for: A. . The-social control of sex impulses; B. The perpetua-
tion of the'race; and C. Children and adults:

1. THE SOCIAL CONTROL OF Ka IMPULSES

Improved methods of transportation, communication, the crowded
conditions of cities, apartment houses, opportunities for gainful
occupations for _women, and the list of science, are some of the
things *which are'. affecting the stability of the family as a social

institution. Along with this has come the abolition of* 'the double
moral standard and an increase in social diseases.

With these changes in otik mode -of living, it is impossible' `ito retire
into the sanctified defenses of sex and fimily taboos of earlier gener-
ations." The obligation iests upon the school for that type of
education which *Ill help the family to perform more effectively this
%function, or will help society to formulate a substitute. The home
as an- institution Can noeturnish the power for its own regeneration.
The school exists specifically for this purpose. The homemaking
program in our schools which neglects Thorough-going training in

. social conditions of family life, sex hygiene, and sex pathology is
failing to help the home perform one of its most important fimctions.

The writer recently asked 120 boys in the senior *class of an Idaho
high school regarding the sourems of their inforniation concerning sex

problems. One hundred and tE -dine sources were .mentioned,
including repetitions. Mother was mentioned 29 times; father, 36;
"here and theibi)," 12; friends, 26; experience, 15; reading books, 26;
teachers, 13; doctors, 5; R. O. T. C. course, 2; Y. M. C. A., 4. It is
obvious that so fftr as boys are concerned, the school is not function-
ing very effectivelj. Biology courses which are offered in many
schools are obviously not ftmctioning aa well as they might. Approx-
iinately 150 girls were -asked the swig) question. Two 'hundred and
nineteen-sowicee Were mentioned, including repetitions. Mother was

;mentioned 104 times; Dad, 15; "here and thete,'? 7; friends, 27; bg

.
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friends, 4; girl friends, 12; experience, 7; literature, 23; doctor, 2;
Y. W. C. A., Camp Fire, Girl Scouts, 9; minister, 1; %sisters, 2;
brothers, 2; not answering, 9. In thè case of girls the school was
not mentioned at all as giving any instruction in sex hygiene. Most
sources of information on this important topic are of a haphazard
nature. The important problems that we all must face in life seem
to be the ones most neglected by the home and the school.

Is it no liz,:*ble for the home-economics course of study to *corm
i,

porate in culum instruction in social conditions of family life,
sex fiygi mitt sex pathology? It does seem that it should be a
function of the liome-economics department to use ita influence with
other related departments for meeting this need. It is almost incon-
ceivable that courNes of this type are not requirtid in a 116mi-economics
course of study.

37

2. THE PERPETUATION OF THE RACE

At the present time the conditions which have been basic for the
evolution of the race through mktural tielection aré being %moved.
Improvements in the medical field, hospitals, clinics, and health
resorts are tending to prOibit the eliminati9n of the weak. More-
over, the largest families are found in, those homes, of lower intellectual
and economic levels. AlOough this problem may be thought of .as
pertaining particularly to the field of sociology and biology, yet the
perpetuation of the rack is a family function, and when it is obvious
.that the home is fimctioning in 'such a way as to limit racial evolution
it should be a matter of grave concern to those who are teachiiig in
the field of homé economics.

S. EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS

Education in the tool subjects wits once the mile responsibility of
the home. The mother, father, or a tutor employed by the parents
was the teacher. The coniequence was, of course, that the great
mass of people viere practically illiterate. Ideals of democracy de-
manded a school which would raise the level of intelligence of the
great mass of people. The result wai the elementary school. It has
reached such a stage of efficiency that teachers encourage parents to
make no attempt at education on this level. In many schools chil-
dren are not allowed to take their books home, thereby com
relieving the home of any responsibility which was once alm a st en-
tirely its own. Among the important emphases which should be
made in education are those concerned with:

Vocational edutiàn. Mr. Ordviay Tead, editor of business books
for Harper & Bros., in a speech before the convention at Detroit, gave
the following points in this connection:
(1) The important thing In vocational education la not learning the tricks of the

trade, but learning the proper approach to problem solving.
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(2) The school must teach about jobs and industry rather than perfeotio4
rdutine skills.

(3) The tendency in industry is toward offering to emplo than a
mere job.

(4) Jobs% are' not so minute as they once were. The new changes in industry are
away from high specialization. Attitudes, ideals, ambitions, waking
qualities, and general oiitlo*ok on 1i the important thinp in :.;,. - .ing
emplóyees.

(5) Guklance is therefore
our schools.

guidance Tither Than job giiidance in.

It is obvious from this todency in indüstry that dielind of voca-
fr tioilal training possible in the, homt is not adequate to meet the social

complexities of industry at .the present time. Outside of perfection
-in the mutines of homemaking the school will have to bear the burden.
Educatipn for the broader and more fundamental aspects of all iroca.
tions will have to be proyided by the school. In the case of the home
it is the same.' This institution can provide the routine but not the
broader problems until parents are edticated in the fundamentals of
home life.

The use of leisure hours.The responsibility of parents in planning
for the leisure hours of their hildren is becoming greater if the home
is to have the influence it should. In a questionnaire given to approxi-
rhately 250 high-school seniors in Idaho, it was revealed that they are'
absent from the, home approximately half the erenings. When away
from home they are usuallptt a pic,ture show, visiting Moods, attend-
ing parties, or car riding. This is probablj one of the stro t dis-
integrating forces of the institution.

Mental ata physical hygiene.In the field of mental and physical
hygiene, the iveakness in our home-economics 'curriculum is probably
most pronounced. Ail examination of 14 State ,ctourses of study re-
veals that more than five times as much time is given to clothing selec-
tion and care as to health and home nursing and hygiene, and four
times as much time is given to the construction of clothes. Almost
ten times as much tipe is given to foods, cooking, and m planning
as to health and hygiene.. The emphasis gi*en to child development
is approximately the same as that of health and nursing and hygiene.
It is obvious that mentál and phyeical hygiene receive very secondary
emphasis, although health is considered to some extent in connection-
with clothing and cooking.

Wise management of income.----Buying of foods, clothing, furniture,
fuel, and so forth, has not been sufficiently stressed in home-economics

. courses of study.. The average homemaker is not able to judge values.
A study of food budgets shows an ignorance of the ability to select
foods in order to secure the largest returns in food value for the money.
Cheap foods having high food valutmra as beans, peas, cheese, cocoa,
oatmeal, are imderconsumed. Expensive foods like pork, beef, coffee,
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and tea are overconsumed. Approi staya fourth of the food budget-
is for 'heat and the lower the income the greater the expenditure for
this expensive item.

In the field of patent medicines the great mass of American people
are victims of advertising. There are approximately% 45,000 pateiit
medicines, not more than 50 got which are really necessary in the treat-
monk. of disease.

These illustrations are adequate to show the need in homernaking
curriculums of emphasis on buying based on values. The making of
clothing and mold* can not be overlooked, but clothing must be
bought before being made. It is questionable, moreover, whether or
not, except for individuality of style, the making of clothing should be
emphasized if it is at the expense of the effective performance of more
fundamentaf 'functions. The home-economics course of study is not
complete without a scientific study of foods, nutrition, purchasing;
housing, rent, building materials, lumber, paint, leather, fuels, light-
ing, heat, clothing, fabrics, and cloth* articles. These topics are of
course as brogl as life itself and unlimited time could be spent on-
them, but it is unthinkable that emphtkis Con the many routines of
home life ihould limit the opportunity, of

,

stud. these topics.

ORTILLs C. Paiirr
ar

e Superiistenfieisi 8chooit, Spokane, Wask

Whqt are sétiti, of the practical protisions for extending home-
mildng education to boys as well as to girls? What subject m4tter-,-
points of view, and, activities might both bus and girls engage into their better conception of the importance of -the home, ita rela-
tion to the happiness of itit occupants, And to their present worthy .

home membership?

fr WHAT A HOME SHOULD BE
The first objective might well be an appreciatIes cif what a home

should be, an emotional ideal of its possibilities. To this objective
the information and activiiies should be supplementary. Closely
related to this chief objective is the second: A conception of the
give-and-take essentiarto successful living with other people. r The
breakdown of the home, when it occurs, is not due primarily to a
lack of things but to a lack of ideals, particularly to the lack of the
ideal of servi. The central problein is that of harmony on . the
spiritual, plane. What the school should strive to cultivate is the
ability to "get on with other people. There is no other one ability
which contributes more to successful living outside the home as
well as in it. 'The beet preparation which the school can give isnew

39
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the actual practice in harmonious cooperation which extzacurricular
activities afford.

CONS

A third suggestion is that homemaking in the school, if it is to be
effective, must carry over the ideals children now have into present

. application in the homes. In citizenship we have come _to the
.1' viewpoint ,that it is not something to be applied after the cliklren

.s. -are -voters, but that children in every other respect etcept voting
are citizens' of some kind, good or bad, here ind n6w, in the home,
the neighborhood, and the school. Similarly, children are now

ofmembers of homes toward which they already have attitudes
) some kind, harmful or helpful. TO as great a degree as is possible

the knowledges, attitudes, and akills taught in homemakkg should
find immediate application in the child's present home.

In short, instruction in homemaking ahould shift from the objec-
five of production as it was in the form of cooking and sewing to
that cif consumption as in selecting foods in relation to health, table
manners, and standards of social conduct. Homsmahng should be
aimed at the improvement of life as it exists in the home of to-day.

Following are some school adjustmehta which would help in the
,attainment of homemaking as outlined above:

1. Homemaking clubs for boys should be among the recognized
extracurricular activities. .Such clubs, where organized, have func-
tioned with much interest and benefit to boys.

2. Electives in home ec./onomics should be planned to meet the
needs of students with a wide variety of interests. The work should
not be limited to those taking the home-economics course. For
instance, a class in ,`,:social relations" wou144 be valuable for every
student and one in "personal problem' for commercial girls" would
be worth while for every girl takiiig commercial work.

3. Single period classes shòuld be scheduled for. home bconomics
wherever feasible. This would greatly extend the work in any given
school without additional cost. The shift in emphasis in home
economics makes this rmommendation feasible'.
-4. The changed objectives of the homemaking work should be

carefully explained to teachers, parents, pupils, and administrators.
I mentioned teachers because, unless they have taken home-pconom-
ics courses in recent years, they are quite as apt to have a mistaken
idea of present objectiies as tire the others mentioned. The first
essential is that teachers shall have the correct conception of home-
making work.

5. Carefu* planned correlation with other departments will
strengthen hombseconomics colirses and at the same time will extend
home-eel:mimics education through these courses.. For examplé,
the trained homereoonomics teacher may teach "budgeting" .42 the
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commercial department; "clothi4g selection and interior decoration"in the art department; "fogd principles" in connection. with general
science; etc. Such cooperation will eliminate unnecessary duplica-
tion and will allow for careful checking of subject-matter taught.

Quite as imPortant is the ayroidanoe of duplication in home elm-
nomiciss-presented in the elementary, junior, and senior high schools.
The course of study should be carefully correlated throughout. nitre
is nothing more -deadening to interest or wasteful of time than to
have duplication of subject-matter in the high school which has
aiready been well covered- in the .grades. Such duplication DI in-
excusable because it is so easy to avoid: All that is required is a
little cooperation and a reasonably detailed course of study.

6. Tile attention of parent-teacher associations might well be
directed to the social, economic, and risyckologic aspects of home life.
If the home under modern conditiiiiis is to be something more than a
parking place or a filling station, more thought must be given to ita
spiritual values.

7. Less emphasis ön athletics and more on health would react to
the advantage of homemaking. There is statistical evidence to the
effect that poor health is_ the _outstanding cause of dependency ind
that ignorance in regardrto personal hygiene, nutrition, and sanitary
home conditions are the chief causes of poor health.

41.

a

FRIDIRRICIC G. Boni=
Professor qf Education, Teachers Wier, )colionbia Unlversity

Persons responsible for homemaldng education in our secondary
schoo4should undertake to develop and refine meant homemaking
comes tb meet the needs for better home life in America.

This responsibility, among others, demands:
1. Exploration of the immediate interests boys and girls have in

home life and provisions for fostering those interests.
2. Clarification of the newer conceptions and purposes of home-

making educatioft.'
3. Enrichment of coursei in terms of thought content and'experience

to such a demo that they will have adequate liberalizing validity and
respectability to be rated as worthy of credit' toward high-school
graduation and college-entrance requirements to. afford a basis for
work in college more advanced than that required for beginners.

4. Production of textbooks and other forms of home-economics
materials op the high-school and college levels to provide bask sourcecontent adequately without attemPting to establish such limits or
standardization m will inhibit continvted readjustment to ,new dis-
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coveries, inventions, and whpiesome modes of living in an ever-
chavging world.

5. Orientation of school administrative and supervisory officers
such avieperientendents, principals, and advisers o( boys and girls
in the needs, possibilities, and educational validity of home-economies
work in high schools.

6. Education of parenits and the public generally fo the meaning,
content, and values of the larger conceptions of home- economics
adaptable to the interests and needs of high-fic hool boys and girls.

7, Determination of the costs of equipment and supplies for
present forms of apPropriate work to enable school administrators to
see that the necessary expenditures for home economics are reason-
ably low and neither excessive nor extravagant.

8. Elimination of the impression that home economics is a losing
field .9a the high schools by making available the facts of growth
and progress in, the work.

It is essential that whool officers, academic teachers, parents, and
students gen6rally understand the breadth, larger purposes, and
values of the work of the horn: :.t!' mimics field at its present best.
It should be made dear that the figild includes consideration of the
whole problem of the btsiness of being a girLor a boy, and the business
of being a womail or a man, each in its place, in a wholesome, well-
rounded, ef&ient, and satisfying career, with a frank and discriminat-
ing study of the problems of work, leisure, responsibilities, and adjust-
ments, and the compeLsations of personal and home life.

B. PROBLEMS RAISED
I. IN CITY SCHOOLS

AGN1.18 HOUSTON CRAIG

Supervisor of Home Economics, Springfield, Mass.

Problem I.One of the most difficult 'tasks is to acquaint educi-
tional authorities and the general public with the meaning and scope
of homet-economics education. Melvin Brodshaug, in his book "Home
Economics in Secondary Schools," points out that "Many administra-
tors and teachers havo failed to followlhe trendnd still conceive of
home, economics in termá of manual training." Such persons sialf
speak of our work as "sewing and cooking," "domestic science,"
"shop," etc., although from a proirsional standpoint, these trends
have bowl obsolete for a number of years.

The term "home ecionoinic44/ is the accepted designation of our work.
It is not muse of study, pr shop work, or a subject for girls only.
It is a field of interest for both boys and girls and Women.
Home economics is an applied icience and art belonging to the same
clan as "educition," "medicine," "agriculture," or "engineering."
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Like than, ita practices twp many fields of knowledge at some timeworat some point. Many of the principles of biololcv, sociology, ow-
nomics, psychology, chemistry, bacteriology, physics, and art are inactive daily use in any modern home.

In indusiry, the engineer hu been called tile world 'a greatest
civilizer," because he applies the discoveries of pure science to material
probleips. Quietly, but persistently, home economists have done
precisely this to the econpmic and social problems of the home apd the
family. They ire social engineers, so named for their sucvessful
application of scientific principles, based upon research, to the
improvement of heat& by the proper use of food, nutrition, clothing,
and housing.

Further, the social engineers have developed the important studies
of human relatiOnships, of eoonomics applied to cons Lultion, of
vocaiional guidance and training for women, thereby opening up a
greater variety of s s fessional opportunities for women whose trained
talents in ad c, economic, and art phase& pay salaries. ranging
from $1,000 to $15,000 and more a year.

Proldmit //.It is important that home economics be recognised
as an organic partt of the elementary 'and secondary school programe
Most children are fond of skilled handOrk, and in their early years
UM not do abstract thinking, but may be led to solve pr9blems in
constructing some useful article for themselves or their homes. If the
proper activities sire selected, they give children bett9r inlo
the world's work than any amount of theory or reading can possibly
afford. As,

Variety R handwork makes pupils versatile with their hands and
máy he/p them in learning various types of handwork when later
the machine 'flakes their trade obsolete. This is a vital point for
workers to-day, as well as educators in Owning the school program.

Our basic industrie, are concerned with the production of food,
shelter, and clothing. home eccinomicti appreciates the consumes
problems* utilizing these fundamentals in relation to the welfare
of family members, especially children in the home. Therefore, ourwak ean ni:ot be lightly deeigulted as a trip m educatiori as is done 90
frequently. For the Masses, home economics is more fundamettal
than any other school subject, and therefore should be recognizedas an organic part of any educational program in helping to solve the
problems of the present machine age.

Problem Reid to adopt the point of view that family
problems hair, place in the training of boys as well as of girls. to
ill teats: Every child has a right to be born witli a sound body and

, to liave intelligent care and trainhig untal, as a responsible
person, he,6an preset-v.42d increase his own endowment. Dr. E. V.Won= assures us Otat "Food.* the one single blast important
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factor in health." Home-economics-trained people have more sound
scientific knofjedge and experience iii the field of food and nutrition
than any oth known group of schOol people on the elementary and
secondary levels. Many of the hunTe-econoinics teachers have studied
foods and nutrition in a scientific manner intensively from -two to

, six years.
Every home must be financed. It is a cooperative problem for

men and wómen. Both need to know something about how to direct
the income. In the Unitvd States, 45 per cent of the wealth is owned
and controlled by women; and, as consumers, they spend from 75 6
90 per cent of the family income 'or more than 50 billion dollars a year.
l'ew girls have any training in -the economics of consiimption. Both
boys and girls need practical work of this kind, yet almost the bnly
school training offered is tc girls in home economics.

The behavior of individual members of the family make's the home
either the "abiding place of affections" or "the cent)3r of conflict."
-"Tomes are lisually one or the 6ther. If homemak e equipped
with the most elementary principles of psychol s A. mental hygiene,
and the primary techniques of child training, innumerable human
tragedies in divorce, warped lives, and broken honies would be
ávoided. Parent responsibility, and not responsibility of social
aKencies is important in the home situation. In fact, when we con-
sider the Youth o.d the United States, it is humiliating, to say the least,
that we depend's° much on public social agencies to solve our family

6 problems. In this respect, education has failed to-do its duty. We
ask, "Is

.
such an important task a 'frill ' in education?"

Pre§ident Hoover has pointed out that "adequate housing to
the very rdots of the Vell-being of the #furiily . . . it has the impor-
tant aspects of health and morals, and educath;n and provision for,a
fair cbance.for growing childhood."

How many men -firould be willing to write their letters by long hand
or visit schools by *means of the horse and bugiy? Yet, to-day the
majority of women are obliged to use antiquated methods in the
management of their hallos.' More attention netds to be given to
the invention of household equipment from the yiewpoint of what
women want and need than from the viewpoint of what manufacturers
wish to sell,

-Problem Iy.Home-economics laboratories should be moved from
dark basements and stuffy attics to dean, sanitary, and attzactive
quarters. These laboratories should be examples of the best stand-
ards for practice in Ilealth, sanitation, and technical operations in
keeping with the times and the average income of American families.
They should be eximples of the application of art to the everyday
common affairs of life.
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The practice house is an accepted type of laboratory in the United
Sates. Brodshaug says, "There is a sound philosophical basis back
of the lise of the home-economics cottage; because it simulates life
situations more adequately than other plans." Where the practice
house is impracticable, the homemaking apartment should be
provided. \1Problem V.--The home-ecoliomics departtnent should noi be
regarded a dumping ground for altirregular and handicapped children.
In planning the home-economics curriculum, provision should be
made for the following: Courses of general importance to both boys
and girls such as foods, nutrition, home engineering or home mechan=
ies, human relationships, child care and training, and economics of
the housbhold; courses especiallyittesigned for girls such as clothing
construction, art in everyday living, home planning and furnishing,
and housekeeping; special coarses for retarded children; and those
leading to the vocations.

2. IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

MARY E. PARKER
Director of Household Administrdtion, Western Reserve University,

Cleveland, Ohio

'It was an outstanding professional woman, Ida Tarbell, who, .20
years ago, wrote, "I doubt if there is a more disintogratigg influenceat workone more fatal twound social developmentthan that
which belittles the home and the place of the woman in it." That
influence, under many guises, has been diligently at work during
these 20 years and society knows to its sorrow what it has wrought.

Realizatio4 of the menace to the future and faith in the power of
education to develop a counter influeíice have led to the calling or
this and similar conferetices. The elementary and secondary schools
can obviously reach the laiger number, but the greatest opportunities
for leadership are on the college level. The need for some considera-
tion of the practical phases of the problem was never so great as at
the present time, but the general field must be thoughaf as home-
making with all its economic, secial, and psychological bearings.

Colleges can not yet be said to have organized their offering withthis in view. Most of the traditionally accepted liberal-arts colleges
have :concerned themselves ,almost .eiclusively with preparation för
açademic pursuits and for "careers." The inference which one
natu..rally draws is that the responsibilities of home life are not deemed
sufficiently important or the problems sufficiently challenging towairaht their consideration in a c.ollege program. The introduction
of any courses looking toward home life has tathermore been regardeduntil Areciintly as a form of disloyalty to die pioneers who worked to"
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open the doors of colleges to women. And yet thé graduates of these
colleges have married and at present the proportion of those who domarry is larger than of those who do not. In the face of this fact, one
wonders why intensive study of things remote from everyday life,
and preparation for professions outside the home should to such adegree make up the program of the average student in the liberal-arts
colleges and why these colleges exclude what President Eliot called
" the arts and sciences that can be aPplied clay by day in the conduct
of the family."

On the other hand, the colleges and universities made possible bythe Morrill Grant, and a few. on private endowment, have seen as
clearly as did the great president of Harvard ,University that "the
object which should be kept beiore young women in their colleges"
may well be "the acquisition of the powers which will enable a wornin
to discharge her main function in life not only with accuracy and
justice but with enjoyment, bringing forth hippiness for herself as
well as for her family." These colleges have also been keen to discover
new ways in which their work may function in schools, hospitals,
and other fields in which special training enables a young woman to
be economically independent. The development has been of enor-
mous value to young women and through them in many ways to
society, but adequate prieparation such as is required involves a
higher degree of specialization than is consistent with breadth of
outlook.

A broad conception of homemaking education. Education for any
mode of living must obviously conctrn itself first and primarily withthe individual, for what the man or woman brings to any undertaking
in personality, mental resource, and potential character is manifesily
more important than any specific guidance that can be given. The
correlation between mental resource and family happiness may not be
perfect but it is probably very high and we have all about us evidence
that it is on the higher levels, fundamental in human companionship.
The . broader conception of honiemaking for the college woman con-
notes the ability to participate, whether as mate or parent, in the
thoughts and activities of a broadened environment and the abilitST to
interpret current conditiofis and movements more truthfully and to
find in the beauties of literature, nature, and art more inspiration.It connotes also the ability to contribute more effectively to human
welfare outside the home than would have been possible without the
advantages which the college offers. A broad, satisfying, and effec-
tive preparation for homemaking can not be realized without the
incorporation of much which the traditionally accepted liberal-arts
college offers. Lacking breadth of vision and a body of fundamental
principles, too many women lose the stimulation which comes from an
interest in the larger issues of life outside. the home, magnify the

v21::
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details of their housekeeping, and lose their sense of relative values.One wonders, however, why colleges so confidently aim to preparefor academic pursuits in which a relatively small number of theirgraduates spend their lives, and leave to a combination of instinctand "the trained mind " the solution of the problems involved in thelife of the family. Many graduates, especially of recent years, whohave observed the comprative ease with which home-economicswomen have adapted themselves to difficult financial conditions, have'expressed their regret that their own college program had given solittle to help them to meet the practical problems of everyday life.Furthermore, the undergraduate student to-day, %in spitgo.of theweakening of the bonds which hold families together and also in spiteof richer college offerings and vastly increased opportunities foreconomic independence, are frankly saying, many of them, that theybelieve their own greatest happiness is going to lie in home and familklife. The attitude of by no means an inconsiderable numbér ofundergraduate women was expressed recently by a liberal arts senior,a Phi Beta Kappa student, who wrote, "Colleges have noi yet suc-ceeded in taking the woman entirely out of her home. She wantsher college career, perhaps a few years of earning money to feel thatshe is getting definite returns for what she has put in; and then shewants her home. The greater numb& of years and the most of herenergies are spent in this home. She wants to make it successful forshe has not only her own satisfaction to consider but she has a re-sponsibility to her husband and her childrento keep them_ healthyand happy. If that is woman's big task, she should be prepared toundertake it. And why not receive that preparation while in collWe await a satisfactory answer to that question.
A broad conception of education.An unbiased evaluation of thecontribution which home-economics departments make to the real-ation of a broad conception of education for homemaking wouldplace that contribution upon a higher level than is now accorded itbecause it would judge it more fairly. It is doubtless true that in thearly years of the teaching cif the subject, the work was not always)n the college level. Subject matter was lacking and there was nottdequate reference material in any of the phases of this complexubject. Young women coming into the field to-day from graduatetudy marvel at the courage of the pioneers who were obliged to worktot only in the face of difficulties, misconceptions, and prejudice butIso with scant materials. Theirs was the day of small things but tohem we owe the beginnings of a movement of great social significance,ne which does nót "belittle the home and the place of the womanI it."

Adunprejudiced study of the history of this movement would reveali() fact that then hu been' au enormous change both in secondary
,
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O.

schools and in colleges in the direction of added emphasis upon scien-
tific background and social outlook. A study of the teaching to-day
would reveal weaknesses, to be sure, but it would also reveal the use
of extended bibliographies, the requiring of a degree of reasoning as
to cause and effect, the application of fundamental principles, and an
amount of independent thinking which one does not in every case
find in accepted academic courses in which a retentive verbal memory
is a major asset. Courses which are directly applicable to the needs
of daily life are based upon objective facts, fundamental principles,
and a body of information built up through a sequence of prerequisite
college tourses. Courses in normal nutrition and in the feeding of
infants and children, for instance, follow prescribed study of physiol-
ogy and chemistry idetípcal with that required as a basis for academic
specialization. The same holds true for most of the work in this
field.

All home-economics courses are often cavalierly dismissed on the
ground that they consist only of the teaching of "skills, techniques,
and devices"; are therefore outside the pale of education; and should
be classified as training. That represents, of course, a misapprehen-
sion which can be explained usually by lack of acquaintance with
facts, but at any_rate, one is tempted to ildquire why the manipulation
of materials in chemistry, biology, and physics is thought so essential
aid the minipulation of food materials and textile fabrics should be
altogether discredited. A good many pragmatically minded young
women to-day are asking that, very question and wondering why the
ancient Greek scorn for productive work with the hands should persist

. in a country like ours and in times like these.
Constructive mirk with concrete materials has for years been re

garded as a valuable therapeutic agent in the treatment of neivous
disorders but its value for the normal mind has only recently been
recognized. Work with her hands, especially in the service of her
family, has confessedly helped many an adult woman to keep her
balance mentally and emotionally in a world of conflicting ideas and
emotional overstrain, and one might possibly questiop the wisdoni of
excluding it altogether from the education of the girl in her later
adolescent years when she,is trying to meet the-exacting demands of i

her college work and at the same time to reconcile conflicting purposes
in her own life. It would not seem that the human race has yet I

4
reached the stage of evolution in which people live at their best in
world of symbols and abstractions, even for a 4-year period.

In the light of the foregoing, it may not seem áltogether dogmatic s
to state that the broadest conception of education for homem
can not be realized without a recognition of the Value .of courses in b

home economics and the inclusion of some of their material which fi
bears directly upon the problems and responsibilities of home life.
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A forecast. The next step in preparation for homeinaking willprobably be a study of human relations in fly) intimate circle of thefamily. The stress and strain of modem life have made adjustmentsin family life more and more difficult and failures too easily condoned.In the teaching field it has been found possible to develop apprecia-tions and techniques which save a young woifian from unnecessarymistakes and which bring her earlier to the realization of her powers,to greater usefulness, and to greater happiness, and it seems reason-able to expect that we may also in' time find eqqally acceptable .ap-preciations and eechniques which vill render a similar service inpreparation for home lifean undertaldng fraught with greater possi-bilities for success or failureand more dependent upon a clearly

conceived philosophy of life than teaching can possibly be.Courses in " the family " are already offered by departments ofsociology in many colleges,and are exceedingbr valuable, but as a rulethey treat the family Aistorically and as an institution rather than asan intimate group in which the interaction of personalities is probablythe major consideration: These courses have done much to stimulatethinking and to bring to the student a realization of the importantplace whiph the home occupies in .society, and it is only natural thatyoung people of the present generatio6 are asking that they mayhave as the next step some alysis of stccessful. and happy. marfiedlife and the philosophy upon Is i 'eh it depends. There is much to learnfrom failure, but there is a growing recognition in all of the socialsciences that the time has come for both preventive and constructivework. There is also a growing appreciation of the need for preservingmental health, for better ways of makiqg personality adjustments,and for the early recognition of desirable or undesirable tendencies.Analysis of success isn married life is tindoubtedly more difficultthan a similar analysis of its failures. A mah's .house is his castleand more inviolate than his house are the happy intimacies andlikvalties of family life. Furthermore, the families whose lives akethe happiest are likely to be most reticent, but if we define our prob-lem us the study of the interaction of personalities within thelamily.;roup, we havé reason to hope that highly trained men and womenn sociology, psychology, ethics, and psychiatry, with the coopera-ion of men and women happily manied, can discover a system ofralues valid for the guidance of young men and women in theireinti-.nate personal relations. Therea have been notable contributiofis inecent years which lend themselves to the makiiig of couises of sub-tame. Experimental courses are being offered in some of the'home-conomics departments in State universities and are conducted bymadly trained women. The cooperation of specialists in differentelds has been secured and although the public hears ndthing of thisrork, and it is still the light under .the bushel, we are perhaps war
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ranted in predicting that this will be the next step in the realization
of a broad conception of education .for homemaking. It represents
the beginnings of a highly significant movement, and the revonse of
the students themselves argues for its timeliness and 'value.

The' realization of a new viewpoinI. There are many other encour-
aging signs of the times. Many of the traditionally accepted liberal-
arts colleges, which until recently have been, distinctly hostile; have
taken a highly important step in the establislimént of nursery schools
and have put the seal of their approval upon 'the study of the'child
and his development. Vassar College has not only her nursery
school and the integration of courses represented by euthenics, but
also the flourishing summer Institute of Euthenics. Back to the
college clampus young mariied women, practically all of them col-
lege graduates, who put their little children into the nursery school
and themselves become students learning much that as homemakers
they need to know, and, that we hope will in time be available to the
undeigraduate student. In many ivays, the development of euthenics
at Vassar College represents the most significant step in college edu-
cation for women in recent.years: In the universities and coil :-!es in
which home economics is taught, the work has pat:lied through the
earlier stases of inadequacy, and has reached the level of' the coll
standard, a fact that deserves wider recognition than it yet receive.

II. BY' PARENTS

C. C. mccRACK2N
Preside,d, Connecticut Agricultural College, Storrs

Education for parenthood involve8 many fi4148 of karning.Parent-
hood involves many intricacies which do not develop within a kw
monthil and education for parenthood is a long vital process. The
secret of this process has been sought through all thé ages and is still
only partially known. Occasionally sCientists have given us glimpses

- of what seems to be the best procedure through well-established
biological laws. The theologians and moralists havé given us certain
prescriptions mid the lawmakers have laid down definite controls-of
social actions. Psycholdgists have studied the erniitions and the
mental processes involved and have offered muCh advicti. The ,edu- 1

cators have assumed mat responsj.bilfity in acting as parents and
guardians to our children and in attempting to guide them to sue- I

cessful and happy parenthsfiod.
Dr. L. P. Jacks, of Oxford, England, in speaking to as community-

group under the- auspices of the National Recreation Association,
commented on the practice of taking children to the movies and
talkies, as follows: "How rainy of our places of amusemen, how

any of our pleasure resorts, how many of tho movies and the talkies
t well write up over their doom; 'EmptyBarrels Pined Up Here."
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This view seems very .:48 I Cant. The child, in a sense, is a barrelsto be filled with reliable knowledge, proper purposes, correct ideals.Educatio'n foi parenthood must begin as soon m the child begins to.take cognizance of its surroundingsin other wolodgi, at birth.
The young parents and particularly the Young mothers are at the

mercy of physicians in attempting to decide upon a proper diet and
daily regimen for the child. . . . The medical profession has becomeso highly specialized that it is necessdary forparenta to visit from oneto a dozen specialists in order to gain a fair knowledge of what shouldbe done for the child. . . The advancement in medical science hasbeen wonderful, but there- are times when the parents wish that arevised family doctor might return. As the child progresses throughthe years to adolescence, trial and error enter into the picture verylargely, because the child is thought of analytically and not syn-thetically. With the changes occurring in the early adolescent pe-riod come troubles that need very 'sympathetic 'understanding andtreatment. The physician may advise but he can not do certain thingsthat a wisesympathetic mother can do for her daughter or a fatherfor his son. . .

.

Too late, oftoitimes, the parents or the school attempt to instructthe child about the factors involved in parenthood or they neglectthe matter altogether: The physical man or woman has developedto maturity without a knowledge of basic physiological and-hygieniclaws: He or she may have been kepi well and healthful, which meansa gréat chi:al, but without knowing the whys and wherefores. Parent-hood fiuffers a. severe handicap when the individual is ign9rant of hisphysical self.

A. THE NICE OF THE CHURCH IN THE CHILD'S EDUCATION
In the past, the church has exerted in many Cases a very direct

influence by surrounding the child with high ideals and uplifiiiigenvironmentt. . One of these ideals for which the church has stoodvaliantly is the sanctity of the maniage 4 vow. Certainly, when abook has -maintained its prominence 'for as many centuries as theBible, there.mtíst be something vital in its teachings. . . . As soonas the child can listai "to the simplest story, Bible instruction can bebegun 4nd continued as long as the child lives. When the churchloe.s this it will establish in the mind of the growing child principlesmd ideals that hlive been basic in all ages in education for- pareni-iood.

B. THE RIGHTS OF TIM STATE
basic principles must be engrained in the fabric of everyday. living.Ve first have the idea, and then trial; permission follows and if thenajority approve, the proyision becomes mandatory. Lawmaking3 a process of writing into statutes whit the people desire. . . , Our
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q

laws and our ordinances are, in general, written to protect us from
conditions which are contrary to satisfactory parenthood. For
example, companionate marriage is very generally cohdemned. . .
Our laws for the protection of the child growing into maturity ^will
certainly never be written to favor physical disability and wanton-
nesq, prostitution, or moral instability. Whether the laws are to be
enforced is again tò depend on our citizenry. Mille there are many
discouraging conditions to-day, these certainly can and will be
remedied. Law must, and undoubtedly will, be conducive to inculca-
tion of the ideals for which tilis Nation has stood in the past. AD
understanding of and respect for the law should begin as soon as
the child has companions, and should develop each year. . . . -

The State says that the child must go to school; ,spd the State
thereby supersedes the parent. The child must be educated and,
moreover, educated as the State prescribes. The parent may supple-

, ment what the State prescribes, but must, na omit any of the re-
quired subjects. In tb,e lait analysis, the law of the State is supreme
and can control the fate of the individual for the welfare of the
majority. My chad must go to school, must study certain subjetts,
must do this, and must do that.

That the Staté is willing to assume this responsibilitY is quite a
relief to many parents. Where both father and mother must work
to make a living, it is Convenient to check the baby at the nuriery
school in the morning and claim it again in the evening. As the
child grows, the checking process becomes unnecessark, but the
principle remains, for the child is assigned to the school or the play-.
ground for the day and oftetitimes part of the night. Parents and
children grow up almost strangers to *one another. There is little
or no common bond. The school has taker), Over many of the hula

1
tions of the home.

Possibly this is beet, you say. The school physician will rd the
physical development of the child. The psychologist will ;:t his
mentality, his emotions, and his aptitudes, and issue educational
pmscripiions iccordingli. The biologist will teach the essential facts
of sex. Certain departments inculcate proper social practices through
organized plays and games and student government. The religious
element must be omitted, lest someone's prejudices be trampled bn.
If it is introduced it must be done clandestinely or in the community.
In short, the child is the creature of the State as the State prescribes.
The State has become the parent and the teacher the instrument of
the State. Society tends to become institutionalized.

C. THE TEACHER'S PLACE

The teacher in the AMerican public school merits- great respect
and confidence. - She must be all things to gall people. The education
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SYMPOSIUM ON THE NEW HOMEMAKING EDUCATION 53
of this teacher deserves a place in the universities of to-day. Aknowledge of biology, sociology, psychology, and other sciences andarts must be gained to cope with this.6mplex problem. It is unfor-
tunate that so large a percentage of these teachers come from homeswhere the family ipcome is too low to permit a more general educa-tion than the time find finances allow. . . . The teacher must act thepart of the parent, but oftentimes without the maturity that parent-
hood assumes to have.' The teacher attempts t9 be father, mother,and intellectual adviser. The success which our teachers are meetingin this colóssal attempt is little short of marvelous. Parenthood
comes from the conglomerate, but not always in commendable form.

D. IDEAL EDUCATION FOR PARENTHOOD
With all due respect to all these agencies, it seems to me that inthem does not lie the ideal in education for parenthood. . . . The.best

education which a boy or girl can secure for parenthood comes
through a close companionship with good parents. . . .

If we, as fathers and mothers, are willing to make the effort andtake the time to be good companions to our children we can do it.If the teachers are failing to 'accomplish the task, we as parents Cali
supplement their work. IL we as parents dò not und6rstand the
biological processes, th school can help us in teaching these piin-
ciples. If the child n: Li s oversight in play, we as parents can learnto play without policing if we will. The Greeks were able to accom-plish it. So can we, if we will.

Although cooperation of other agencies is vital, iesponsibility foreducation for parenthood devolves prim 'r] t° upon the home. It isnot an easy taak to perform. But the most fundamental factor inthe solution of , the problim is a -close, sympathetic understandingbetween the parent and the child holy.' the b4th of the child until he
becomes a parent. On such a foundatiqn, we can build all the other
dements involved.

WILLIAM JOHN COOPER
.United States Commissiimer of Education

In Harper's Magazine for Decembér, 1931 there is a very interest-
ng article entitled "Parents as Children See Them." These parentsxe nearly all mothers. Rarely ever does a child of 7 to 11 years,vhich represents the age of the 6,1 children concern ;to I give muchhought to father. The women are all what one woiild call "upperaiddle class." They aré wives of well-to-do business and professionalHow do such people appear in the eyes of their own children?;Itch child waahasked to write a composition on "grown-ups" wadIts told that the compositions would be regarded entirely as con-
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fidential. In general, these children resented the "bossiness" of
the parents. .0ne child regarded the matter ofNa gros;iring up
inevitable state. She wrote, "I should hate to be a grown-up,/6
I guess I will have t be one some day mikes I die. I think I wil
stab myself or commi suicide when I am almost 20 years old."

The chief offense which these children, if theY are typical -and
I think they are, accuse us giown-ups is of t Iimecessary interference
in children's affairs. Too much attention to their appearance, for
instance, is condemned. Such comments as "Women always make
me wear a million sweaters and coats 'when the wind is a little cold.
I think that you could have much more fun if women gmwn-ups would
stop thinking about what they look like find get sow; emircise outdoors.
If they would go out and play baseball and those games, they would
get some color that was much prettier than r?uge." - This matter 'of
exeicise is connected in the child's mind with appearance, for perhaps
the next most commonly 'wide charge against the grown-up is that
she uses too much lipstick, powder, and rouge. The care with wh¡ri
this operation is performed also seems to arouse the comment of
children who at this age despise it. SF

One dóes not need lectures like this, howevek, if he stops and thinb
of. his problem as a parent. There are everyday questións whiel
require a large body of information to understand. Such questions aft,

"Where do I come from? "" " Why am I here?" are problems which
nearly every p!Lrent has to meet sooner or later. ihe day of evasion
and lying to children is passing. We must be bontst and- frank and
yet be so without the sheer opeinness w,hich leaves it, mark on the
child.

In fact, oue's education to-day has to consider the entire personality.
We began with a little intellectual wqrk, and eventually we added to
that some physicid-education work. We are now beginning to see
that couries in mental hygiene are as important as. courses in physical
hygiene. When we get a coniplete education we will heve a chance
to answer such problims. Those of us who have been -through the
schools and college have really meetly an intellecival slant with a little
physical work. We have practically no mental hygiene. Come-
quently it may be necessary in an adult school somewhere to begin to
work on this problem. If we go to Russia we are told that the educa-
tional work of what would correspond. tó our schools from the eighth
year of life to the 'twelfth is organized ir; "complexes '.'that is, one
gets his reading and writing and arithmetic incidentally to the workin
connection with op, "òomplex.'' The latter may involve one's calling

ift,in life or some aspect of one's occupation as a member of the family
group. ..I am woAdering if as our educational system apprciaches
completeness and effectiveness it will not be given in the /form of
"complexes" or projects. Already some of our experiniental
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have gone a long &stance in this direction. When this time comes a
child will not be given an artificial training outside 'his home but the
school will be the real supplement of his home, and family life will be
the normal condition cif any young person.

To-day a child is fortunate if he has an unbroken home. With
divorces rating approximat-ely one in six, many childnn come from
homes in 'which the family is disrupted, and it is remarkable that
our child life is as good as it is. The family in *hich the child is
growing up is anithing but static. Changes in the

Themust affect it. period of unemployment through which we
have been coining has been exceedingly hard on some families.
Many of these hive been undernourished arid are not likely to recover
from some of ihg evils due to it. If by chance a child does have both
a father and a mother it is hardly to be expected under present -con-
ditions: that they will be in agreement and if these disagreementa are
known to the youngsters. they must work an evil. Consequently
we can say that there are comparatively few homes in which children
to-day are growing up with the laining which they should receive.
In fact, some 300 mothers whi) were college graduates were asked by
Miss Ruth Lindquist what they.felt they needed most. Seventy-seven
per cent of them expressed the need for educational child trainink,
one-half for child psychology, which probably wail merely another
way of expressing a feeling of need for child training; and 15 per cent
felt the need of more educational work.

But assuming that a child' is in the more fortunate 'position of
having parents who are agreed upon how it shall be trained, upon
what. it should be as it develops,, think of the envirohing factors
other than thé family which tend to counteract this influence. Under
these conditions one can readily rea4e what the handicaps are. If,
then, we have a course in college which regards the child as the object
of st , where shall we been? It seems to me that we must begin

abyhood and infancy. One of the first needs is security.
For every child a Ciwellinrplace safe, svitary, and wholesome, with reasonable

provioions for privacy, free from conditions which tend to thwart his development;
ind a home environment harmonious and, enriching.

Another problem will be the young one's attitude toward money.
Children have usually very badly twisted ideas about the sources find
values of money and yet before they are in school they feel the need *of
t. There should be a course in the economic independence of the

ilymwhichallofitmembersthou1dpartithpa Such a course
ias been well worked out under Miss Florence Barnard e schools

Brookline, Mass., and a similar course is tptional in th State of
iew York. It is now being proposed by Mr. Orrin C. Les vice-
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president of the Bowery Savings Bank, as a national institution. To
know lkow money islearned, what it is wortb, and hciw it can be ef.
fectivay saved is very valuableinformation for a child to have. Such

course, if it is to succeed to-day, need be taken first of all by tie
paren 4-and then by their children.

As a child proceeds from very early childhood into adolescence there
'will be questions of sex. It is exceedingly difficult for the school to.day
to do very much with the problem. There are now existing courses in
naiural sciencOvhich give all- of the sex information possible with
regard to birds and animals. Probably there woulcibe ief;s trouble in
thiP regard, -parents were a little more frank than they have been
It is also needed that children be giyen some advice in the selection of a
mate end in the fo I dation of a home in orclér that there may be A

time wilien som4 of th:: difficulties will come to an end. At the same
time that instruction in founding a home is given, time will be al-
lowed for the consideration of home beautification and other aspects
of domestic art. For the home, which is aroufid about the child from
bis Aarly beginnings until he himself mates, is the interpreter of the

, ideals for which his parents stand.
If educational' work is to besuccessful in this field, it must take a

. s child from the beginning throdgh'until he is himself ready for parent-
hood, meeting all Of hi4 problems with the !mist educational eadvice,
and at the same time that the course is being adininistered forfhildrei;
and for thdr parents it will be advisable to have further study going
on in such research centers as the Universities of Iowa, Minnesota,
California, Columbia, Yale, etc., arid in such institutions, as the
Merrill-Pamir .School.
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